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Abstract 
 
Static Program Analysis (SPA) 
 
Jayesh Shrestha 
 
 
Static program analysis plays a significant role in early detection 
of vulnerabilities in the code-bases. There are numerous 
commercial and open source based tools now available in the 
market that support in the process of detecting such 
vulnerabilities. Every year, new bugs are piled up in CVE lists 
and NVD. The presence of vulnerability has probable impacts on 
both time and money in order to fix them.  In 2002, NIST reports 
mention that about 60 billion dollars is lost in fixing software 
errors, which is approximately 0.5% of total US GDP. The 
motive of this research paper is to figure out most promising 
open source tools of today. Moreover, the concentration of the 
paper will be remained on comparative analysis among non-
commercial tools that have potential in finding vulnerabilities in 
C, C++ and Java languages. This study has tried to disclose 
about the vulnerabilities that have high impact in past times and 
even today, along with different techniques/methods applied to 
detect such defects by static code analysers.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1. Introduction 

 

Making secure software is always crucial and cannot be ignored because software failure not 

only leads to the loss of huge amounts of money but also leads to the loss of human life [40]. 

Imperva Application Defense conducted a survey of more than 250 web applications 

including e-commerce, online banking and supply chain management sites. According to 

their vulnerability assessment, 92% of web applications are vulnerable and can be exploited 

by malicious attackers [2].   In 2002, a report published by the National Institute for Science 

and Technology (NIST) mentioned that about sixty billion dollars is spent annually in fixing 

bugs in US [3, pg. 1, 32]. Correcting vulnerabilities are costly if they are found at the end of 

development and will be even more costly if found after deployment [7]. The resolution cost 

of fixing a bug after product deployment may range 15-20 thousand USD [17]. So, to cope 

with these vulnerabilities and protect software from attackers, powerful tools that can find 

vulnerabilities and provide support for fixing them are needed. One class of tools that are 

effective at detecting software defects are static program analysis tools. These tools analyze a 

program without executing it.  It is our goal to identify and evaluate tools for static program 

analysis.  

 

The first static analysis tool started coming into existence in the late seventies. But these 

tools cannot be considered powerful in terms of accuracy and precision because they missed 

many real flaws (true positives) and they reported correct code as being flawed (false 

positive). Precision is a metric which describes how well a tool identifies flaws and accuracy 

describes how well a tool detects both flaws and non-flaws. In 1988, Software Engineering 

Institute (SEI) formed the Computer Emergency Response Team Coordination Centre 

(CERT/CC). Since coding standard is very essential to develop secure software, this team 

works upon the developing secure coding standard. In 2005, National Institute of Standards 

and Technology (NIST) started a project, named Software Assurance Measurement and Tool 

Evaluation (SAMATE) to help identify and enhance software security assurance tools. This 
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project was funded by the US Department of Homeland Security (DHS). NIST is a research 

agency found in 1901 that is now part of the US Department of Commerce.  NIST started 

working on static code analyzers since 2007. NIST has defined what these analyzers should 

do. In order to test and evaluate these analyzers, NIST introduced Standard Reference 

Dataset project, SRD in short. SRD is the collection or a set of test cases which have a wide 

range of known security flaws. Since 2008, the NIST SAMATE project team has started 

conducting Static Analysis Tool Exposition (SATE) workshop to advance research in static 

analysis tools that help in finding security defects in the source codes. The tool reports and 

analysis for SATE (I - IV) were already made publicly available. SATE main aim is to 

explore the tool's characteristics on the basis of: relevance of security warnings, its 

correctness and prioritization of warnings.  

 

In recent days many organizations are working together for understanding about the flaws, its 

prevalence, exploitation and impact. Mitre’s Corporation and SANS (SysAdmin, Audit, 

Networking, and Security)  Institute rank and publish Top 25 Most Dangerous Software 

Error from the Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) list for the educational and 

awareness purposes every year. We will discuss about CWE in a later session in greater 

detail. There is another non-for-profit charitable organization, named OWASP (Open Web 

Application Security Project) which has focused their work on improving the security of web 

based applications. This organization was established in the year 2001. OWASP collects data 

and produced Top 10 web attacks seen over the year.  

 

1.2. Purpose of study 

 

Robert A. Martin (Mitre Corporation) and Sean Barnum (Cigital Inc.) says that attacks 

against organization shifts from network, operating system, organizational applications to 

individual applications of all types. So, there is a need for assurance that the software we 

develop or acquire is free from known types of security weaknesses so that we can avoid 

from breaches and software failures. In order to analyze the software defect detection, 

numerous commercial, open source as well as research tools is developed and deployed. But, 

according to Nathaniel et. al, it’s an unfortunate that there are only little public information 
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about the experimental evaluation of these tools in terms of accuracy and seriousness of the 

warnings they report. In addition to it, they say that  the commercial tools are not only 

expensive, but also need a license agreement which forbid for the publication of any 

experimental or evaluative data [20],  So, this thesis is a small effort for evaluating such tools 

that are publicly free to use and easily available for use.  

 

The main objective of this thesis works is to survey on state-of-art in static program analysis. 

The central idea behind this study is to theoretically and practically evaluate and compare the 

available static analyzers that are capable of detecting the security vulnerabilities. The 

comparative study includes pitfalls, potentials and limitations of the analyzers. Moreover, 

these tools study will also be followed by the exploration of different techniques that tools 

apply during its analysis process. Some tools may be strong in finding some categories of 

vulnerability while it may be weak in others. This study may be helpful to get to know about 

which tools are capable of finding what set of vulnerability present in the code bases and we 

believe that this understanding may help to magnify tool utility by combining them. So, the 

motive behind this research is to evaluate the tools so that any person or organization like 

Ericsson gets benefited by making optimum usage of such tools.  

 

1.3. Research Questions 

 

We focus to get the answers of following research questions-  

 

Q.1. Which types of security vulnerabilities are more common in software and which 

ones of these can be found using static analysis tools? 

Q.2.What is the important criteria to look at when selecting a tool?  

Q.3. How can we evaluate static analysis tools? How do we select a good set of test cases 

(benchmark)? 

Q.4.How well do open source tools fulfill the criteria in Q. 2. And how do they perform 

on the benchmark identified in Q.3.? 
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1.4. Scope/Limitation of the study 

 

Our thesis work is confined with some limitations, but basically our main thesis will be 

focused on the tool and its performance on detecting various types of flaws that could be 

found in the program code.  The scope of our study remains on following things-  

 

1. The program analysis is a huge domain comprising of static analysis and dynamic 

analysis. Static analysis is usually done without executing the code; dynamic analysis on 

the other hand relies on studying how the code behaves during execution. We are only 

covering the tool that does static analysis. 

 

2. There are many static analysis tools now available in the market. Some of them are 

commercial product and need price to pay to use them. So, we are focusing our study on 

open source tools, which are available to the general public for use and modification.  

 

3. Some of these static analysis tools support multiple programming languages while 

some are language-specific. This thesis will mainly focus on the open source based tools 

which are C, C++ and/or Java oriented.  We will perform theoretical analysis of tools that 

support these languages, but will due to limited time we will only perform practical 

evaluation of tools analyzing Java. 

 

1.5. Prior related works 

 

There are several studies that had been done before in order to evaluate these static program 

analysis tools. These tools had been compared with each other and tools strength had been 

majored taking into different considerations. Our research continues those efforts. In between 

the late seventies and 2013 many new tools are introduced and some tools which were 

claimed to have found many defects in the program are found “not in use” today. Some tools 

are studied and compared their results on the basis of a single category of vulnerability.  The 

different tools are studied and are compared on the basis of bugs they detect, resources the 

tools used during its analysis or methods the tool apply to detecting the defects. Some of 
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those prior works with respect to the tools comparative study can be referenced from [5, 6, 8, 

9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 15]. There are many other studies, but we are referencing these only 

because these are focused on open source and C/C++ or Java oriented tools.  

 

Related work in Ericsson 

 

Our thesis work was under the collaboration and supervision of Ericsson AB. Before us, Pär 

E. (From Ericsson AB) and N. Ulf (from Linköping University) study on three market 

leading static analysis tools, namely PolySpace Verifier, Coverity Prevent and Klocwork K7 

[7]. All these tools are commercial products.  

 

1.5.1. Comparative (prior) study on C/C++  based tools 

J. Wilander and M. Kamkar [10] studies five open source tools, namely ITS4, 

Flawfinder, BOON, Splint and RATS. In order to test this C/C++ based tools they had 

test suits which consists of 23 vulnerable functions in C. On their result basis, they find 

that among three lexical analysis tools ITS4, Flawfinder and RATS, all have about the 

same detection rate of true positive, but ITS4 was better at filtering false positive. 

Splint and BOON find only a few bugs. According to conclusion drawn from them, 

none of the above tested tools give peace of mind to programmers.  

In [9], four open source tools (Splint, UNO, Cppcheck and Frama-C) and two 

commercial tools (Parasoft C++ Test and Com. B) for C are evaluated. They evaluate 

the tools with the help of synthetic test suite focusing on software security and 

reliability. Their test suite includes 30 distinct code vulnerabilities selected from CWE 

catalogue and CERT. They divide vulnerabilities into eight different categories. More 

than 700 programs are used that consists of 10 to 100 LOC. All the tools except Splin 

were able to detect overflow in array and string. Splint and two other commercial tools 

were only successful in detecting format string vulnerability. Time-of-check, time-of- 

use (TOCTOU) errors are only found by commercial products. Parasoft C++ is the 

single tool to detect deadlock problems. Regarding the memory errors, memory leaks 
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were caught only by Cppcheck and partially by Splint. Among open source tools, 

Frama-C has the best scores of accuracy (0.85) and precision (0.93).  

 

Similarly, the four open-source tools (ARCHER, BOON SPLINT and UNO) and one 

commercial tool (PolySpace C Verifier) was evaluated using the source code that 

contains 14 exploitable buffer overflow vulnerabilities found in various versions of 

three Internet server software applications (Sendmail, BIND, and WU-FTPD) [5, 6]. 

Each test code consists of “BAD” case along with patched “OK” case without buffer 

overflow vulnerability. Their result shows that Polyspace C Verifier and Splint 

detection rates were high around 87% and 57% respectively. But, these tools are not 

free from false positives. False warning probability was quite high and was near about 

0.5. On the other hand, remaining tools generate almost no warnings. ARCHER has 

found many memory access violations in Linux kernel and other codebases. It was 

used to analyze 2.6 million LOC and generates 215 warnings [6]. Out of which 160 

were true security violations and remaining are false warnings.   

 

In [13], Parfait was compared with the model checking tool CBMC. These two tools 

are tested by running them into the three benchmarks (SAMATE, Cigital and Iowa).  

And, in [8] the two annotation based tools Splint and Frama-C was studied along with 

a commercial tool Fortify SCA. These tools are run to detect the defects - buffer 

overflow, memory handling error, null pointer dereference, and unchecked inputs. 

 

1.5.2. Comparative (prior) study on Java   based tools 

 

We found less number of comparative studies between Java based open source tools 

than C/C++ based tools. The two commercial tools (Coverity Prevent and Jtest), and 

two open source tools (FindBugs and Jlint) ref. [12] are compared for Java 

concurrency bug detection. The study shows that Jtest and Jlint were found to produce 

more false positive than others. Since, Findbugs and Coverity Prevent have almost the 

same false alarms; the authors [12] considered that Findbugs could be better than 

Coverity Prevent because it consists of more bug patterns.  
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Nick Rutar et. al. in [11], five static analysis tools for Java were studied. Those tools 

include Bandera, ESC, Findbugs, Jlint and PMD. When these tools are run on five 

mid-sized programs, ESC generates an extreme high warning, while Jlint, PMD and 

Findbugs comes generates lesser warning respectively. ESC takes a few hours to run, 

Findbugs and PMD take a few minutes, and Jlint takes only a few seconds to give the 

result. ESC is only one tool for Java source code that is based on theorem proving 

under this study. The developer needs to add the pre and post conditions in the form of 

comments in order to use ESC properly. So, it may be cumbersome and time- 

consuming [5]. 

 

Other related works 

 

The above described prior work in section 1.5.1 and 1.5.2 are comparative analysis between 

the bug detecting tools on the single language basis. But we are trying to study and compare 

theoretically on both languages (C/C++ and Java) like the study conducted by the National 

Security Agency (NSA) Center of Assurance Software (CAS) [4]. NSA/CAS established in 

2005 by US government in order to address and enhances the assurance of software. Since 

2010, NSA/CAS has been conducting survey on both commercial and open source based 

static analysis tools for C/C++ and Java each year.  NSA/CAS had studied many commercial 

and open source tools, but since the tools they considered in their study were not disclosed, 

we will be unaware about the individual tools and its performance. In 2010, CAS studies nine 

different tools, among that six are commercial and three (two Java based and one C/C++ 

based) are open sourced. According to them, they obtained mixed results on the weakness 

classes these tools covered. It means in some weakness classes, an open source tool was 

found to have a stronger detection rate while in another it is weaker than commercial tools. 

Like NSA/CAS, NIST has tested different static analysis tools on various test cases. 

 

1.6. Structure of thesis 

In this thesis report, we have divided the parts of our study into seven chapters for precise 

understanding to readers. We again sub-divided those chapters into small sections. The 
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references that we have taken during our study, some repetitive, but important terminologies, 

some abbreviated words as well as some tables and figures (if any) that we used in this report 

are mentioned-in after the last chapter.  

In the first chapter: Introduction, we have tried to introduce - the problems that we are facing 

because of software breaches and some organizations and projects that are associated into it. 

In addition to it, under its sections we explained about the purpose (goal) of this dissertation 

and we have listed some questions that we will be interested to find during our research. 

Moreover, we will also know some related works that are done before within this chapter. In 

the second chapter – Methodology, we have explained how we will be able to achieve our 

goal. In Preliminary study, which is our third chapter, we cover up all the essential literatures 

that are required to understand before evaluating the tools. The reader will get to know about 

the meaning and importance of static analysis, how it differs with dynamic program analysis. 

Additionally within this chapter section, we believe that our readers will understand about the 

exploitable and highly ranked software security vulnerabilities, its different taxonomy 

structure as well as different techniques used by tools to find these vulnerabilities. In our 

fourth chapter, we tried to generalize our ideas by summing up the conclusion drawn from 

the prior works and knowledge we obtained from then literatures we studied in chapter 3. 

Basically in this portion, our reader knows how and why we come to select tools and test 

suites. Similarly in the next chapter Result, all the empirical data obtained during our 

practical examination of tools against testcases are found. In the sixth chapter Discussion we 

had tried to analyze about the result of empirical data and in the last chapter we tried to 

conclude what we found so far from all our research. We were only able to evaluate and 

research only on some bounded area for the moment, so what can be explored more in the 

future is explained in the section of this last chapter-Conclusion.  
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Chapter 2 

Methodology 

Land & Hirschheim (1983) said that “Information system (IS) development is a social system 

which is supported by computer based technologies” and Jayartna (1994) refer methodology as 

an “explicit way of structuring the system development” [46]. Literally, methodology is the 

study of methods. Basically methodology can also be taken as a collection of different 

procedures, techniques and tools to implement IS. There are different methodological 

approaches/methods in IS. Avison (1990) mentions seven different approaches (namely systems, 

planning, participative, prototyping, automated, structured and data) in IS. Research 

methodology can be classified in many ways, but among them the most common and distinct 

type of research method are qualitative and quantitative (Lee and Hubona 2009; Myers and 

Avison 2002) [54]. Quantitative research method is usually applied in the natural science, but it 

is well accepted in the social sciences also. This type of research method includes survey 

methods, laboratory works, and numerical methods (mathematical modeling). In other hand, 

Qualitative research uses qualitative data that include participant observation (field works), 

interviews and questionnaires etc. to understand and explain IS.  Usually qualitative is designed 

to understand social and cultural contexts. According to the Myers (2009) philosophical 

perspective, qualitative research can be classified into – 

1. Action research – This aims to practical concerns of people in an immediate 

problematic situation (Rapoport, 70s, p 499). 

2. Case-study research - most common method that investigate a contemporary process 

within a real world scenario 

3. Ethnography – research involves a significant amount of time in the field 

4. Grounded theory – Martin and Turner (1986) says that this theory is “an inductive, 

theory discovery methodology that allows the researcher to develop a theoretical 

account of the general features of a topic while simultaneously grounding the account 

in empirical observation or data.” Usually in this process, a new theory can be 

generated from the data that researcher collects. 
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According to [49], these two fundamental views (quantitative and qualitative) are described in as 

quantitative being ‘realist’ or ‘positivist’ and qualitative being ‘subjectivist’. Basically 

quantitative research is suited to find answers to the four research questions [49]. First is for 

demanding (how many) a quantitative (e.g. How many students choose in MIS department?) 

measurement. Second is answering the numerical changes (eg. Are the numbers of female 

students falling or rising in Uppsala University?). Third is to find out the state of something (eg. 

What factors are affecting less number of international students this year?). Lastly is to test the 

hypotheses. These above first and second answers are descriptive (try to describe a situation) 

while third and fourth are inferential (try to explain something). 

In our context, we have surveyed of different static program analysis tools, and we had an 

experiment/test in lab to know the strength of these tools in finding vulnerabilities. Thereby we 

were able to accumulate the numerical figures. So our scenario of research methodology is more 

inclined toward quantitative research. In addition to it, we had a query with different experts to 

understand the entire static analysis process, mainly to know about finding from NIST we 

communicate with its representative via email. As explained above, the four answers that we can 

get by using a quantitative approach. Our research questions can also be significant to visualize 

in getting those answers. We try to give demanding quantitative (how many) numbers that the 

static analyzers can find these four units (FP, FN, TP and TN). Numerical changes in version 1.0 

and 1.1 are realized. Similarly we can get some explanation about which security vulnerabilities 

are prime causes for software failure. The basic building unit of quantitative research is variables 

[48]. The variables can be categorized or quantify. In our case we use those four units as a 

variable to know some metrics like precision, recall and accuracy of the tools. We have surveyed 

more than thirty five open sourced static analysis tools in greater extend by comparing them and 

finding their potential in detecting security vulnerabilities. So, our research strategy applies a 

survey based experimental approach.  

According to Ken et al. [52], Information system is an applied research discipline, that applies 

different theories from various disciplines like computer science, social sciences, in order to 

solve problems at the intersection of IT and organizational. The traditional qualitative and 

quantitative methods use empirical observations so as to describe and predict social and 

organizational process (Sale et al, 2002; Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2004) [55]. The other two 
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prominent research paradigm introduced are Behavioral science and Design science research, 

DSR in short. Philip and Peter [55] referred both qualitative and quantitative research as 

behavioral research methods (Benbasat and Zmud, 1999; Peffers et al, 2007). In reference [51, 

52, and 53] explains about the relevance of DSR paradigm to Information Systems. According to 

the authors (A. Hevner and S. Chatterjee), DSR mainly address two issues, first is the role of IT 

artifact in IS research and secondly the perceived lack of professional relevance of IS research. 

As said my Simon (1996), DSR focus on creating innovative artifacts to solve the real world 

problems. A. Hevner (2007) describes about the existence of three design science research 

cycles, which are relevance cycle, design cycle and rigor cycle. The relevance cycle initiates the 

requirement for research as input and also defines about the acceptance boundary for the 

evaluation of the results obtained. The design cycle plays a key role to iterate more rapid to 

construct an artifact, its evaluation and feedback to refine the design furthermore. The rigor cycle 

provides past knowledge to improve innovation. Hevner et al [53] gives seven guidelines for 

design science research. Those guidelines describe as design as an artifact, problem relevance, 

design evaluation, research contribution, research rigor, design as a search process, and 

communication of research. Basically, DSR method focuses on the creation and evaluation of IT 

artifacts in order to solve business problems rather than explaining and describing them. It is 

relevant to use behavioral research methods like case or field studies, interview or surveys etc. as 

a part of design research during problem identification and evaluation. So mixed method is 

becoming popular and used as complimentary. In this context, our scenario becomes relevant to 

its combo method as we have enquiry experts, survey tools eventually to know the existing 

problems and getting its solution. This thesis tries to identify business needs and offer utility of 

tools. Looking into our scenario, we try to explain and problem relevance along with the rigor 

understanding about the past problems in prior work section. Our research was preceded with the 

identification of problem and detail survey on static analyzers, vulnerabilities, and its taxonomy, 

benchmark and others.  Our prime source for literature and preliminary study are articles, 

past/present related essay, thesis, books and online related materials. The work flow of process 

can be sketched as given below. 
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In particular what we do in getting some relevant conclusion is, we go on detail comparative 

studies among tools, and get some selected lists of tools that has capability for detecting flaws in 

C, C++ and Java based languages. During our study we had found to have some C/C++ tools like 

Parfait, Cppcheck, and Clang and Java tools like Findbugs which are regarded powerful among 

open sourced tools. In order to test these tools, we realize the need of good benchmark.  So in the 

search process from many testcases finally we come across the selection of Juliet testcases. The 

reasons behind the selection of Juliet testcases in our study is explained in the section 4.3.As 

mentioned earlier, since this thesis is experimental/lab based research, we tested our selected tool 

on Juliet test cases under Ubuntu environment. During tool evaluation, we consider CWE 

classification as a means of vulnerability recognition and definition. We write the bash script for 

separating the true positives and false positives obtained in the xml formatted report from the 

Findbugs. Findbugs was run in command line interface (CLI) during the experiment. When we 

are analyzing the performance of Findbugs in the meantime NIST mentioned about the 

commercial tool tested on Juliet testcases. So, though our intention was not to study on a 

commercial tool before but just for comparative purpose we had used Jtest to compare with 

Findbugs result.  
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Chapter 3 

Preliminary study 

3.1. Static Program Analysis (SPA) 

 

There are two major program analysis processes that could be accomplished in making 

secure software. The first one is Static program analysis (SPA), which can be defined as the 

automatic process of exploring the program without executing it. Sometimes, it is aka static 

code analysis. The other is a Dynamic program analysis (DPA) which is sometimes called 

testing. In the process of the DPA, the program is evaluated by executing it. Both of these 

analyses have their own particular merits and limitations.  

 

The main advantage of traditional testing is that the functional behavior of the program can 

be examined by executing the source codes. But it is very difficult to construct the test cases 

that could achieve a high degree of code coverage [3, pg. 3; 37]. The result generated by 

dynamic analysis cannot be generalized for future execution; it means that there is no 

guarantee that the set of inputs over which the program is run is characteristic of all possible 

program execution [5]. It demonstrates the idea of Rice’s theorem, which states that no 

program is able to verify for which programs a certain property holds. The decidable 

property of the program is somewhat addressed by static program analysis by predicting the 

program behavior. Static program analysis reads the code and constructs an abstract model. 

Some methods of SPA apply over-approximation or conservative approximation technique 

for estimating program behavior. It’s because of such approximation, static analysis tools 

may miss flaws (false negatives) or report correct code as having flaws (false positives). This 

approach can help detect the faults/defects without knowing what the source code supposed 

to do. So, it provides complete and consistent code coverage. Static program analyzers are 

also widely used tools for program verification. Depending upon the cases, static analysis 

tools can typically detect about 5-30% of all defects in code [17]. Besides program 

optimization, the static analysis process also helps early detection of vulnerabilities in the 

codebases and hence resolve security issues by tracing the taint data from source to sink or 

analyzing patterns. This could provide ease to fix problems that can be very vital and costly 
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later. Hence, static program analysis saves time and effort [8]. Further, since static program 

analysis is an automatic process, it does not consume as many person hours as manual 

review. However, it cannot be seen as a substitute for manual review; it is a complement to 

manual review. Even though SPA is regarded as a fast way of analyzing the program, but it 

lacks accuracy. However, DPA is more accurate than SPA because it analyses the program 

behavior by executing the program with some sets of verifiable inputs. That’s why SPA does 

not replace DPA, but it should complement DPA [38]. 

 

The above explained the pros of static program analysis do not mean that this analysis 

process is the silver bullet that guarantees the program to be defect free. Static analysis is not 

precise because it does not execute the real codes and many static analyzers only examines 

the syntactic relations or follow certain set of bug patterns, and hence it may still require 

human evaluation. Since, it applies the estimation for actual program behavior; the spurious 

or false alarms are inevitable during analysis. The display of too many false positives may 

lead to that the tool is not practical to use; a human has to evaluate which reports are false 

positives and which are true positives. The false negative report may be very dangerous and 

costly. There are various analyzers found in the market today but still none of the tools that 

do static program analysis are found to be sound and complete. Soundness refers to the 

capability of static program analyzers in finding the real bugs only (no any false positives). If 

the tool is able to find all the bugs present in the program, then it is referred as a complete 

tool. It is to be noted that SPA tool does not solve the problem by itself, but it only flags the 

possible places where an attacker can have access and exploit the program.  

 

3.2. Overview of vulnerabilities 

 

Before we get to know about the static analyzers, it is necessary to know about 

vulnerabilities. Vulnerability is defined by NIST as the property of system security 

requirements, design, implementation, or operation that could be accidentally triggered or 

intentionally exploited and result in a security failure. So, basically vulnerability is the results 

of one or more weaknesses in requirements, design, implementation, or operation. 

Sometimes, it is also known as bugs or flaws or defects. According to OWASP, “unchecked 
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input” is the number one cause of security problem in web applications [14]. SQL injection 

and Cross Site scripting are examples of vulnerabilities that are caused due to unchecked 

invalid inputs in web applications. These two vulnerabilities are severe and can be exploited 

by attackers. Some more examples of vulnerabilities that are found in programs are Buffer 

Overflow, Format String, Integer Overflow/Underflow, OS command injection, Path 

Transversal, Null Pointer Dereferences, Deadlock, Dead Code, etc. 

 

3.2.1. Explanation of some severe vulnerability 

 

It’s not necessary for the purpose of this thesis to describe all possible vulnerabilities. 

So, we have selected some dangerous security vulnerabilities that are highly 

exploitable, have high impact and whose occurrence is high. We have tried to cover 

some of those vulnerabilities which are ranked in a top 25 dangerous list of 

vulnerabilities by CWE/SANS (2011). These vulnerabilities are also mentioned in 19 

Deadly Sins of Software Security [26] and by OWASP categories of top most critical 

web application security flaws. 

 

3.2.1.1. Buffer overflow 

 

The buffer overflow is the vulnerability which arises when a program attempt to 

put more data in a buffer than it can hold. It is considered as a severe vulnerability 

because this vulnerability lead to the program crashes and it may put the program 

into infinite loops. Sometimes, it can also be used by an attacker to execute the 

arbitrary code, which is outside of program scope. The mostly effected languages 

with this type of problem are C and C++. Other languages, like Java, C# are more 

secure because they have bounds checking, have native string type and most 

importantly they prohibit direct memory access [26]. Most of the overflow (up to 

70%) occurs due to improper use of C library functions, so it’s best to trace the 

function calls (strcpy, strcat, sprint etc.) at its entry time [27].  Besides, using 

unsafe function, the reasons for buffer overflow could be by looping over an array 

using an index that may be too high, or maybe through integer errors. The buffer 
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overflows can be stack overflow or heap overflows. Examples of some damages 

done by buffer overflows are – Code red worm: estimated loss worldwide 2.62 

billion USD, Sasser worm: this shut down x-ray machines at a Swedish hospital 

and caused delta airlines to cancel several transatlantic flights. Similarly, the 

Morris worm (1988) and Slammer (2003) also had a high impact in the past. In 

2004, about 20% published exploits reported by US-CERT involved buffer 

overflow. 

 

3.2.1.2. Format String 

 

Format String handling is a quite common problem in C programs. Mitre ranked it 

in 9th position in their dangerous list of vulnerability in between the years 2001 

and 2006. Let's look the example to understand the problem. 

  E.g. printf (“My number is: %d”, 786); the output of this statement looks 

like: My number is: 786. Here, %d acts as a format string and the function 

behavior is controlled by it. The function retrieves the parameters requested by 

the format string from the stack. So, the problem arises if there is a mismatch 

between the format string and the actual arguments. For instance printf (“My 

number is %d, your number is %d”, mynumber); here actually program asks for 2 

arguments but we provide only one i.e. mynumber. The printf () function usually 

takes variable length of arguments. So, the program looks fine. To find the 

mismatch, compilers need to know how printf works and what is its meaning. 

Since format string needs 2 arguments, it will fetch 2 data items from the stack. 

Unless it is a mark with a boundary, printf will continue fetching data from the 

stack. Thus, trouble get started when printf () starts fetching data in uncontrolled 

way. It’s because this could may allow attacker to view the arbitrary stack content 

(e.g. printf (“%08x %08x %08x”)), crash the program (e.g. printf 

(“%s%s%s%s%s%s”)), view the memory at any location (e.g. printf (%s)) etc. 
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3.2.1.3. SQL Injection 

SQL Injection is one of the most common web application layer attack found 

today. In 2011, SQL injection was ranked first by CWE/SANS in top most 

dangerous software error list. And also, this vulnerability is listed in the top by 

OWASP in 2010-2013. Usually the attacker takes advantage of improper coding 

that may allow them to inject SQL commands to gain access to the data held in 

our database. In short, SQL injection occurs when the fields available for user 

input allow SQL statements to pass through and query the database directly. 

Today, database is the central to the modern websites where important data like 

user credential, financial related information, company statistics etc. are stored. 

So, illegitimate users may attempt to pass SQL commands and able to execute 

backend database so that they can view information and manipulate them. For 

example, let’s take a simple application which takes a username and password 

from user to construct SQL statements in the form like  

string query = "select * from users_tbl where uname= “'” + username +“' AND 

pwd = '” + password + “'”;  

In this example, the query is built by concatenating an input string directly from 

the user and the query behaves fine only if the password does not contain single-

quote character. Now, if an attacker enters “test” as the username and 

“testPassword ' OR 'a'='a as the password, the resulting SQL query becomes:  

select * from users_tbl where uname='test' AND pwd=testPassword ' OR 'a'='a';  

Here, OR 'a'='a' clause always evaluates to be true and hence authentication check 

may be bypassed so that user can log inside and access the information. This type 

of vulnerability can have severe impact because of the breach of confidentiality.  

3.2.1.4. Cross-site Scripting 

 

Along with SQL Injection, cross site scripting vulnerability found to be common 

and widespread in web based application. Cross site scripting (XSS in short) is a 
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common and popular attack found in application level. XSS is an attack on a 

privacy of clients by stealing the client cookies or any other sensitive information, 

by identifying the client with the website. With the token of legitimate user at 

hand, the attacker impersonates as a user to interact with the site.   

 

3.2.1.5. Path Traversal 

 

The program may use the external input to construct the path to a file without 

validating it. So, it might be possible for an attacker to use special character 

sequence to traverse to the arbitrarily location where important file or data are 

stored. For example, ‘../’ character sequence is used to traverse to the parent 

directory of the current folder. The program may expect filename relative to this 

current directory but the attackers may provide the absolute path to access specific 

files in the system. For example, like ‘../etc/passwd’ or [http://some_site.com/get-

files.php?file=../../some_file/some_files]. So, the problem cause in this way is 

regarded as path traversal. This problem may occur in the real software like FTP 

servers. 

 

3.2.2. Taxonomy/Classification of vulnerabilities 

 

As the profuse number of security vulnerabilities are identified the classification of 

these vulnerabilities are realized for the better understanding and to serve a common 

vocabulary. Since 1970s, many classifications have been brought up. The test suite 

that is used in our study follows the CWE classification structure, which incorporates 

the other taxonomies that are explained below (in short).  Landwehr et. al.[41] 

purposed “Taxonomy of Computer Program Security Flaws” in 1994.  They divide 

the flaws on the basis of genesis (i.e. How did the flaws enter the system?), time 

(when did it enter the system?) and locations (where in the system is it manifest?).  

This classification was continued by John Viega in his CLASP Application Security 

Process. 

 

http://some_site.com/get-files.php?file=../../some_file/some_files
http://some_site.com/get-files.php?file=../../some_file/some_files
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In 2005, two promising taxonomies came up. First one is “The 19 Deadly Sins of 

Software Security” and second is “Seven Pernicious Kingdoms”. First one consists of 

19 common security defects, and claim that it addresses about 95% of all security 

issues. Recently, they have added five more issues in their classification and named 

as “24 Deadly Sins of Software Security”.  The other taxonomy “Seven Pernicious 

Kingdoms” was presented by Tsipenyuk et al. They classify hierarchy into seven 

categories, which they call it as kingdoms and they named phyla for specific flaws 

that belong to those kingdoms. This taxonomy was precisely fitted for automatic 

identification using static program analysers [25]. Tsipenyuk et al. sees their 

classification as an alternative like Common Vulnerabilities Exposures (CVE) that 

possesses large collection of various flaws. 

 

3.2.2.1. Overview of CWE Specification 

Since 1999, MITRE Corporation has started building a list of vulnerabilities 

popularly known as Common Vulnerability and Exposures (CVE) lists. CVE list 

is a list that provides common names for publicly known information security 

vulnerabilities and exposures. CVE makes easier to share data and provide a 

baseline for evaluating security tools. For every vulnerabilities there is a unique 

name provided for them by CVE Numbering Authority (CNA). CVE names are 

also sometimes called CVE numbers or CVE-identifiers. The CVE-identifier's 

structure looks like "CVE-1999-0007" for each entry. It solves the problem of 

identifying the same vulnerability in different databases. It means CVE identifiers 

provide reference points. The full database functionality of CVE list is provided 

in the National Vulnerability Database (NVD). NVD is maintained by NIST. 

Since, CVE listing were not good enough to identify and categorize functionality 

properly, this lead to the evolution of the Common Weakness Enumeration 

Specification. CWE specification is one of the efforts that are focused on 

improving the utilization and effectiveness of code-base security assessment 

technology. Basically, CWE list was created for addressing better needs which 

standardized identifiers and describes the list of weaknesses in a group. CWE is 

taken as a dictionary of software weakness types which enable software developer 
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or experts to have a common language to discuss about software vulnerability in 

architecture, design and code. It is widely being used as a standard for measuring 

rule for security tools and as a common foundation to understand, mitigates, and 

prevents vulnerabilities. It is maintained by Mitre’s Corporation supported by 

National Cyber Security Division (NCSD). 

The CWE hierarchical tree structure was borrowed heavily from Seven Pernicious 

Kingdoms (7PK) [42], CLASP, PLOVER and Landwehr et al. [41] CWE was 

improvised by more than 40 vendors and researchers. The first version 1.0 of 

CWE was published on 9th of September, 2008. The CWE can be found in 

multiple hierarchical views for different purposes.   

 
The above figure is the small portion of CWE classification taken from the NVD 

website [http://nvd.nist.gov/cwe.cfm]. All the CWEs come under this 

hierarchical structure. The high levels CWEs such as Location provide a board 

overview of vulnerability types and usually they are abstract. While as long as 

we go deeper the tree structure becomes more granular and more specific. CWE 

is searchable by individual unique CWE-ID number in the link 

[http://cwe.mitre.org/index.html]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://nvd.nist.gov/cwe.cfm
http://cwe.mitre.org/index.html
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3.3. Techniques/Methods applied by Static program analyzers 

 

There are several techniques which are applied and regarded as static program analysis 

methods for finding the vulnerabilities in the program. Basically, the tool does analysis by 

considering following approaches during analysis - 

a) Flow sensitive analysis – If tool analyses the control flow of the program then its flow 

sensitive analysis else it is flow insensitive. Flow sensitive analysis look after the loops 

or branching behavior in the program (text searches are flow insensitive).  

b) Path sensitive analysis takes into account of only valid program paths. During this 

analysis process the feasible and infeasible paths are recognized by adding more 

semantics like variable value conditions etc. 

c) Context sensitive analysis takes into account of calling context of a function, like states 

of input parameters.  

The above approaches are utilized by various methods. Some of the methods which are 

popular and profusely found to be discussed during our study are elaborated below. 

Among them, the last three, namely abstract interpretation, model checking and 

theorems proving are considered as formal methods which provide the mathematical 

interpretation and verification of the program. 

3.3.1. Lexical Analysis/ Pattern Matching 

 

Lexical analysis is also sometimes called as grammar structure analysis [23] or 

syntactic analysis or pattern matching. The static program analyzers ITS4, 

Flawfinder, RATS, etc. are based on lexical analysis. In this method, tools divide the 

program into a tokenized stream and searches for a predefined set of vulnerable 

functions or patterns. For examples, this method can detect the use of potentially 

insecure C functions [25], like strcat, gets etc. 

  

The advantage of lexical analysis is speed of analysis. But, its drawback is, this 

method may produce a massive amount of false positives. It is because this method 

does very simple analysis and ignores the flow of data through the program. By 
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ignoring that, the method will not be able to detect whether a certain function is used 

in a safe or dangerous way. Worse lexical analysis can sometimes not even 

differentiate between the function names and variable names. 

  

3.3.2. Data Flow Analysis 

Data flow analysis (DFA) was introduced by Gary A. Kildall [25]. Data flow analysis 

is used in compilers to optimize programs and find bugs in programs by taint 

analysis. It uses a control flow graph to check the possible set of values calculated at 

various program points [23, 24, and 28].  

3.3.2.1. Taint Analysis 

“Input validation vulnerability” is one of the groups or categories that is classified 

by Seven Pernicious Kingdom taxonomy and OWASP taxonomy. This category 

includes many top vulnerabilities listed by CWE/SANS like buffer overflows, 

Cross-site scripting, SQL injections, format string, integer overflow etc. [29]. 

Taint analysis is one of the techniques to detect this category of vulnerability. 

Parfait, Cqual, Pixy etc. are the tools that follow taint analysis.  

 

The tool which does taint analysis mark any data as a taint data that are taken 

from the users. During the process of taint analysis, no matter the data is 

malicious or not but all the input data that comes from unknown and untrusted 

sources are traced. The program point where user input is taken is called the 

source. Whenever such taint data are used in unsecure manner in source code, 

usually the tool flag for possible exploitable point. The program point where 

unsecure input is used is called a sink. So, at the point where the tool raise an 

alarm can be checked and sanitized if need to save the program from attackers.  

 

3.3.3. Abstract Interpretation 

 

Abstract interpretation is introduced by Patrick Cousot and Radhia Cousot [24, 35] in 

1978. The abstract interpretation relies on the notion of approximation. It is also 
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sometimes so called as a theory of semantics approximation. According to this theory, all 

possible values a variable can take on a certain program point can be approximated by a 

set that can be compactly represented as an interval. This technique can be used to verify 

that a program returns the results within a certain range [24]. This theory of abstract 

interpretation provides a conservative approximation, which means that this 

approximation can never lead to erroneous result.  That is why; abstract interpretation is 

used for verification of the system. This method is very powerful in detecting possible 

runtime errors and discover the numerical properties, like division by zero, integer 

overflow etc. The behavior of the system is represented in abstract interpretation in the 

form of an equation. It is complex to resolve the system of equation when there is a loop. 

The notion of approximation in abstract interpretation is defined by Galois connection 

and extrapolation is used for ensuring the termination of cyclic systems [35]. 

 

3.3.4. Model Checking 

 

The model checking is the automatic technique which helps to check if the property holds 

for the given state of the model. Usually, the inputs for model checkers which are 

expressed as formulas of temporal logic are analyzed and checked to see if the program 

properties are retained. In other words, model checking is taken as an automated 

verification method where the possible system behavior (i.e. implementation behavior) is 

matched with the desired behavior (some specified properties). The static analyzer that 

does model checking (like JPF) checks all the possible system states and tries to verify if 

the given properties hold. If these properties are violated then it raises for exception. In 

practice, sometimes it becomes infeasible to check all the system states, for commercial 

software having millions LOC and a state-explosion problem may arise. This method 

may become very time costly. One approach to address the state - explosion problem is 

‘symbolic checking’ where states and transitions are implicitly represented by using 

Boolean formulas known as Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) and some solver are used 

to work on BDDs. The symbolic model checkers like SLAM, BLAST employ automatic 

theorem provers (like ZAPATO, SIMPLIFY) for symbolic reasoning. Since the 
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programming language constructs like pointers, structures and unions are not directly 

supported by provers, they are often encoded imprecisely using axioms and functions.  

 

3.3.5. Theorem Proving 

 

This method of static analysis performs the formal verification of the properties based on 

mathematical logics. This method uses the concept of deductive verification where the 

programs are sufficiently annotated with assertions and verification conditions are 

generated. Usually, the program properties are translated into some logical formulas and 

the theorem provers are used to show that the condition holds for the program. Basically, 

theorem proving looks for verification of the annotated invariants while abstract 

interpretation seeks to generate invariants for the programs. This technique can handle all 

the properties of the program that can be expressed in its logic. It can handle larger set of 

properties for larger systems. ESC is only one tool among our collected list of open 

source tool which uses this method. This method is said to be more precise because it 

encodes the exact semantics of the target languages into program logics and provides 

reasons about the program in the precise way. But, since it has expressive logic, 

theoretically it is impossible to establish the correctness of all valid properties. Mikko V. 

[28] mentions that the main weakness of this method is manual pre-work, like adding 

annotations and in the large codebases, this becomes more laborious.  

 

 

3.4. Overview of tools 

 

SPA tool is not just another tool. The capability of these tools in detecting the vulnerability 

and generating the proper report helps making software more secure. There are numerous 

tools that are available in today’s market. These tools have their own strength and pitfalls. 

Some static code analyzers work directly with the program source code while other work on 

the compiled byte code. The analyzers that work on the bytecodes are found to be much 

faster [38].  Some of the profusely used commercial tools are –CodeSonar, Fortify, 

Klocwork, Polyspace, Coverity Prevent, Purify, QAC, Safer C, Sparrow, VeraCode, and 
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PRE_X. During this study, more than 35 open source static program analysis tools are 

collected which support C/C++ and Java or both languages. All the listed tools below are 

collected on the basis of frequently described, prescribed and found in different articles, 

books and the internet.  

 

Collected lists of open source tools- 

FindBugs, Clang, Blast, Lint, JLint, Splint, LClint, Cpplint, JPF, Calysto, Saturn, ESC, 

Vault, Astree, CGS, C-Kit, UNO, Orion, Check style, PMD, Hammurapi, Soot, Squalled, 

Frama C, ITS4, Sparse, YASCA, RATS , Cppcheck, Dehydra, Treehydra, Parfait, 

ARCHER, Bandera, CBMC, BOON, Codon. 

These tools come in different open source licensing like GPL (e.g. Splint, RATS, Jlint, and 

Flawfinder), LGPL (e.g. Findbugs, Hammurapi), BSD (e.g. PMD, Astree) and others. SPA 

tools were introduced since 1970s. But, those tools are not much effective because they 

produce up to 90% [29] of false positives. For example, Lint is one of those tools, which was 

made to examine the C source program. In early times, the tool only follows some basic 

patterns for detecting the bugs in the program.  During 1980s, the introduced first tool which 

used pattern matching was FlexeLint [23]. Now, the tools are capable of detecting complex 

data and control flow bugs in the program. Splint was one of the popular and profusely used 

tools in the past days but unfortunately its development is stagnated since 2007 [8]. Splint 

was hugely used for detecting the highly exploitable and severe vulnerability like buffer 

overflow. Beside Splint, BOON and ARCHER are widely used tools used for detection of 

buffer overflow. Now, the static analyzers are capable of running into millions of lines of 

codes. Among them, some of the popular SPA tools that have the potential to detecting 

millions lines of codes are Parfait, Findbugs, Cppcheck, Clang.  

In today’s scenario, many big companies are also found to be actively involved in making 

static tool analyzers. SLAM is developed for large sequential C program analysis at 

Microsoft like FxCop and StyleCop. BLAST is a similar type of tool as SLAM. JPF is 

applied to real time avionics operating system. JPF is developed in NASA Ames Research 

Center. Parfait is another C, C++ bug checker designed by Sun Microsystems Laboratories 

(now at Oracle). Parfait developers claimed to be designed for better precision. Mostly the 
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tools that we studied are found to be C, and C++ based. But, today many Java based tools are 

also evolving and being popular like Jlint and Findbugs. According to “Google Findbugs 

Fixit” Findbugs was used to analyze Google’s code repository [39]. The tool description 

about Findbugs can be found in Section 4.2.  

Some tools are made for special purpose like UNO and BOON. The tool UNO is written in 

ANSI-C for scanning three most commonly occurring defects in C programs: use of 

uninitialized variables, null-pointer dereferencing problems and out of bound array indexing 

problems. Similarly, Bandera (developed at Kansas State University) focus on checking 

concurrency issues. It uses program slicing techniques and a rule based abstraction engine to 

construct an abstracted model for Java source code. This abstracted model is converted into 

verifier specific language which is used by model checking engines like SPIN, SMV, and 

SAL.  

 

3.4.1. Separation of tools 

 

As we know that some tools only understand the C/C++ source codes while another may 

understand Java or both code bases. So, underneath are the divisions of tools in terms of 

languages they support and the techniques or methods they follow in order to detect the 

bugs.  

 

3.4.1.1. On the basis of language support 

 

1. C/C++ based tools 

Examples: ARCHER, Astree, BLAST, BOON, Cppcheck, Clang, Cpplint, Frama-

C, ITS4, LClint, Parfait, PClint Lint, Sparse, Splint, UNO 

2. Java based tools 

Examples:  Bandera, FindBugs, JLint, JPF, Hammurapi, PMD, Checkstyle, 

Soot, Squale, ESC  

3. Multi-language support tools 

Examples: RATS, YASCA 
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The study shows that more tools, (about 2/3) are found to support C/ C++ languages 

while relatively few tools are found for Java based on the today’s market.  

 

3.4.1.2. On the basis of methods they apply 

 

1. Lexical Analysis/Pattern Matching – Examples of tools: RATS, FindBugs, ITS4, 

Checkstyle, PMD, Flawfinder, Jlint 

2. Data Flow Analysis – Examples of tools: Findbugs, Jlint, Parfait 

3. Abstract Interpretation – Examples of tools: Astree, Frama-C 

4. Model Checking – Examples of tools: UNO, Bandera, CBMC, Java Pathfinder, 

SLAM, BLAST 

5. Theorem Proving – Examples of tools: ESC 

 

3.5. Overview of Benchmark Frameworks 

 

In order to check the tool's capability in finding the vulnerability, we need the benchmarks. 

By the benchmark framework, we mean it as a repository with the known bugs which are 

documented.  The tools can be tested, analyzed and evaluated in an effective and affordable 

way with the help of benchmark. Tools can be tested with the help of either running them 

into real/natural software or synthetic/artificial software. The software which is not created to 

test these static analyzers is natural or real software. For example, Apache Web Server is 

natural software. On the other hand, software that is created to test the tools and comprises of 

intentional flaws are synthetic software. Finding real bugs in real software is very time 

consuming process. In our study, we choose the synthetic benchmark framework. We choose 

the synthetic benchmark because it’s not only eminent way for effective evaluation of tools 

but also convincing way to judge the tools. The synthetic benchmark makes us easy to test 

tools because we would know where the bugs lies, what kind of bugs need to be detected in 

particular testcase and so on. Moreover, finding real application bugs is more time-

consuming [33]. Some of the popular benchmarks we study in our research are Begbunch, 

Faultbench, Bugbench, Siemens, SPEC (Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation), 
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PEST (program to evaluate software testing and techniques), ABM (Analyzer Benchmark), 

SAMATE-testcases, Software artifact infrastructure repository, Juliet testcases etc. [Ref. 

[31,33,34,43, 44,45]. In 2005, Shan et al. [33] writes that there are no widely accepted 

benchmark suite to evaluate existing tools and in 2009 according to Cristina et al. 

benchmarks are still in their infancy [34].  

 
Sim et. al [30] and Heckman et. al [31] mentions about the seven desiderata criteria for the 

successful benchmarks. Those criteria they listed are - accessibility (easy to obtain and use), 

affordability (benchmarks cost should be comparable to the value of results), clarity 

(documentation need to be clear, short and precise), relevance (it must contain subjects 

motivating the comparisons), solvability (completing the task domain sample and producing 

the good solution is worth), portability (it should be in high level of abstraction that all tool 

and techniques can be used without bias) and scalability (applicable for all levels of maturity: 

research prototype and commercial products).  
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Chapter 4 

Synthesis of Literature 

4.1.  Selection and Elimination of tools 

Our basic criteria to fulfill the selection procedure of the tool was open source tools which 

can detect security related vulnerability that exist in the source code written in C, C++ or 

Java languages. The next criteria of tools was that they have the capability to find the bugs in 

large code bases, and if possible consumes less resources. In most of the studies, tools are 

compared and evaluated their significance in terms of following metrics:- 

1. Resources consumption 

This metric determines how much time the tools take to analyze the test suite. It helps 

to calculate the speed of performance of the tool. Second metric for evaluating the 

tool performance relates to memory it consumes during analysis.  

2. Rate of warning detection 

It includes the number of false positives, true negative, false negative and true 

positive. It helps to calculate the accuracy, precision and recall of the tools.  

3. Functionality 

The strength of tool is also calculated by the functionality it has to detect the different 

vulnerability. Some tools are only capable of determining few defects. 

4. Size of programs 

It includes various sizes of program (LOC) that tools can cover in order to detect the 

bugs.  

Keeping above four assumptions in mind, we tried to search for such tools which could at 

least assure us about detecting certain class or categories of vulnerability. We are considering 

those tools as a part of this study which has sufficient precision to minimize the false 

positives, so that filtering them will be easy and economical. According to previous research, 

we found that the tools which only do syntactic analysis (lexical analysis) in source code are 

found to produce a massive number of false positives [25]. So such tools like RATS, ITS4, 

Checkstyle, PMD, and BOON are not considered for further study, because they produce the 
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large number of false positive, and it becomes very cumbersome and time consuming to find 

the proper results. These false positives are useless and reduce the value of static analysis 

tool [22]. 

The tools which need annotation for proper detection are also eliminated because it consumes 

a lot of time in adding annotations, and it becomes tedious and infeasible if the source code is 

very large.  LClint, Splint, Frama-C are annotation based tools [25]. Moreover, using tools 

like Frama-C requires a high level of experience in ACSL (ANSI/ISO C Specification 

Language) syntax to write annotation correctly. But, if the source is annotated properly in 

Frama-C, it has potential to compete with the commercial products in terms of precision [9]. 

In past days, Splint was found to be strong in finding the vulnerabilities like buffer overflow. 

But, since Splint is slightly outdated and its development is stagnated, it creates no interest to 

us for further evaluation. We are looking for the tools which are updated as the new 

vulnerability are introduced so that they won’t miss them. According to link 

[http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~daw/boon/] BOON is obsolete technology. The model 

checking tools like CBMC, Java Pathfinder, SLAM, BLAST etc. are found to be more 

accurate but they acquire huge amount of resources. When model checking tool CBMC and 

Parfait, was run on the three benchmarks (SAMATE, Cigital and Iowa), overall results shows 

that the model checking approach was found to be more expensive in terms of time and 

memory consumption. CBMC takes about 20 hours and consume approximately 2.5 

gigabytes while Parfait takes less than 3 minutes and takes 6748 kb memory to analysis the 

same testcases. As stated earlier, the accuracy rate of CBMC was found to be little bit greater 

than Parfait.  

Some tools which have overlapping functionality (i.e. the tools which can find the same set 

of vulnerability that could be found by another tool) are also eliminated. For instance, 

Findbugs was capable of detecting most of the vulnerabilities that can be detected by PMD 

[11]. Findbugs is found to be the most discussed tool in the literatures during our study. 

Findbugs is selected for our study because of several reasons; it is easy to use and updated 

frequently, report it generates is easy to understand; most importantly it comprises more than 

300 different bug patterns for vulnerability detection. More details about tool itself can be 

read on the Section 2.6.1. It has potential to compete with commercial tools [12]. In 

http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~daw/boon/
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comparison between Java based tools, ESC and Bandera were not found of having 

widespread usage and complain that neither these tools work in their system nor support Java 

1.5 [28]. Mikko V. also added that majorities (69%) of warning generated by Jlint are useless 

and Jlint has no proper bug categories or priorities as Findbugs has in its output. Jlint has 

potential to analyze large code bases, or industrial software like Findbugs but it was only 

helpful in detecting multi-threaded problems. Findbugs is trusted and implemented in big 

companies like Google, E-bay, Sun, and Oracle [28, 32]. Findbugs is now integrated with 

two popular commercial static analyzers, namely Coverity and Fortify. 

According to our research we get to know many potentially good C/C++ tools which can run 

in large test cases with good precision and accuracy. C/C++ based tool which we have 

interest for further study and its evaluation are Clang, Parfait, Cppcheck and Frama-C. But 

we are starting with Java tool – Findbugs for our practical evaluation. One of the reasons we 

are interested in doing a practical evaluation of Java based tools is that we found many 

literatures that demonstrate the comparative analysis between C/C++ based tools but very 

few for Java based tool. We put our interest to get to know about Findbugs (Java based tool) 

first not only because of its popularity, but also because Findbugs was found to have high 

potential in detecting security flaws which we are interested in.   

 

4.2.  Description of selected tools 

 

Findbugs 

Findbugs is open source static analysis tool for detecting bugs in Java bytecode. It is 

distributed under the Lesser GNU Public License (LGPL). It was trademarked by the 

University of Maryland. It is developed by Bill Pugh and David Hovemeyer. It is most 

downloaded tools (more than millions) among the collected list here. The latest version 

release at the time of writing this thesis was 2.0.2.  

Findbugs can be run from the command line using Ant or Maven or in a stand-alone GUI. Its 

plugin can be found in Eclipse or Netbeans. We run the Findbugs in command line using Ant 

during our analysis. The result of analysis and report can be found in the XML format, and 
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this XML can be manipulated further. Findbugs comprises nearly 300 bug patterns for 

analysing the code [20]. The bug patterns are added in each year. Findbugs categorize the 

bug patterns into groups such as correctness, bad practice, performance, security, dodgy etc. 

It also prioritizes the warnings into low, medium and high. In normal conditions, Findbugs 

doesn’t report low-priority warnings [19]. Findbugs can report the source file name and even 

the line numbers for possible presence of bugs.  

4.3. Selection of Benchmark 

 

In our testcases selection, we decide to go for Juliet testcases in order to test our selected 

tool. Most importantly, we consider Juliet testcases as good benchmarks to test the tools 

because we found that it fulfills the criteria (seven desiderata) listed and explained in 3.5 

sections.  In addition to it, Juliet testcases properly classify the vulnerabilities, so it is very 

easy to know which types of vulnerabilities are found. It gives the answer to the questions 

like how many bugs were correctly reported, how many were not found, etc. Bugbench 

benchmark tries to classify the bug types for most common and security critical bugs, but 

they cover only few bug types related to memory and concurrency. Juliet test suite does not 

limit our focus to only a few classes of vulnerabilities. It comprises large varieties of 

vulnerabilities that are found in programs including security related, API related, coding 

related, etc.  

 

Since we have selected Findbugs as a test tool, we were looking for such benchmark which is 

not tested for Findbugs before. We just try to do it for the sake of avoiding the redundancy 

results.  We could not consider some benchmarks for its selection because it comprises of 

only some types of vulnerability. For example, Siemens and PEST benchmarks include a 

relatively large set of bug cases but they mostly cover semantic related bugs only. Semantic 

bugs are the bugs that are inconsistent with original design and programmer’s intention. 

These benchmarks consist of almost no memory and no multi-threading bugs to test [33]. 

Some benchmark consists of only small programs, consisting only very few LOC. So, these 

are unsuitable because it cannot represent real bug detection scenarios e.g. SPEC benchmark. 

On the other hand, Juliet test suite consists of testcases with variety of lines of codes along 

with distinct separation of vulnerability categories. It is trustworthy, because it follows CWE 
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structure and created by NSA. Faultbench benchmark consists of only small programs 

written in Java. So, this framework is not being applicable for other programming languages.  

Juliet testcases comprises the synthetic testcases for both C/C++ and Java languages.  

 

Though Juliet testcases has some limitation of being synthetic and has simpler construct than 

natural code, we do not prefer to test our tool in natural test suites because of the following 

limitations in natural codes: 

a) It becomes cumbersome to review and determine the specified type of flaws at specific 

locations. So, it takes a lot of time to find the correctness of tool result with a high degree 

of certainty.  

b) Comparing the tool results on natural code becomes difficult because the different tool 

may display the results in different manners  

c) For the purpose of tool evaluation; a standard list of flaws in the code is required so that it 

becomes easy to identify which flaws the tool failed to report. It’s difficult to create such 

standard on natural code. 

d) The natural code may have complex control or data flows so tool may not able to catch 

the flaw. In addition to it, natural code may not contain all flawed and non-flawed 

constructs. Each Juliet testcases typically contains one or more non flawed constructs that 

have similar function as flawed construct. 

 

4.3.1. Overview of Juliet testcases 

 

The Juliet test suite is the collection of synthetic C/C++ and Java programs with known 

flaws. Juliet testcases are available online and can be downloaded. The testcases versions, 

1.0 and 1.1 are now available in link [http:// samate.nist.gov/SRD/testsuite.php] and can 

be easily downloaded for both Java as well as C/C++. 

 

These test cases are created by the National Security Agency (NSA) Center for Assured 

Software for the purpose of testing the static analysis tools. The testcases are based on 

Mitre’s CWE classification system. The Juliet test suite for Java contains about 23,957 

testcases and 57,099 testcases for C/C++ for version 1.1. These testcases are small pieces 
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of buildable code. Each test case contains exactly one flaw but unrelated flaws may be 

present incidentally. In addition to the target flaw, there are one or more non-flawed 

constructs also.  

- C/C++ testcases comprises of 119 different CWE entries. Out of 25, 11 most 

dangerous software errors ranked by CWE/SANS are covered in the test cases. In 

total, it comprises 57, 099 testcases which is about 26% increase than last year. It 

has 8 375 604 LOC.  

- Java testcases comprises of 106 and 113 types of different CWEs in versions 1.0 

and 1.1 respectively.  

The name convention for each testcase consists of four elements:  

For an example,  

CWE478_NULL_Pointer_Dereference__char_01.c 

CWE478_NULL_Pointer_Dereference__int_char_01.java 

 

1.  CWE with an identifying number and intentional flaw,  

2. Functional variant name, which specify flaw more specifically,  

3. Two digit number which indicates the types (data or control) in the test case. 01 is 

the simplest form of flaw which does not contain added flow complexity. Flow 

variant from 02-22 is for control flow and that from 31 and greater refers to data 

flow constructs. The gap between 22 and 31 is left for future expansion, 

4. Extension for file types (. C or .Java)  

An individual test case consists of one or more test case file(s).If it comprises multiple 

associated file then sub-file identifier such as a, b…_bad, _good1 etc. are concatenated 

with flow variant. For examples, the testcase and associated file name convention may be 

like 

For single file, 

 CWE478_NULL_Pointer_Dereference__int_array_01.java  

OR, testcase with two files or more files   

 CWE478_NULL_Pointer_Dereference__Integer_54a.java 
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 CWE478_NULL_Pointer_Dereference__Integer_54b.java 

 CWE478_NULL_Pointer_Dereference__Integer_54c.java 

Also, the test case with two files 

 CWE563_Unused_Variable__unused_public_memeber_variale_01_bad.java 

 CWE563_Unused_Variable__unused_public_memeber_variale_01_good1.java 

The reason for splitting the test case in multiple files are- 

a) Some flaws are inherent in a class and require separate files for the flawed and 

non- flawed constructs. The file with word _bad comprises flaw while the file 

identified with string like _good1 consists non-flaw.  

b) Some data flow test cases consist of flow of data between methods in different 

classes. I.e. method in “a” class will call methods in the “b”, and it may be 

again called by methods in “c” class and so on. 

c) Some data flow test cases may involve abstract method calls and its 

implementation may occur in separate classes.  

 

Changes found in Juliet testcases version 1.0 and 1.1 for Java 

We run Findbugs on both versions of Juliet testcases. We take version first to 

compare the result with the Jtest. There are changes in the next version having 

more testcases being added while some of them are eliminated. Among them, 

CWEIDS- 129, 252, 253, 325, 398, 478, 506, 510, 514, 609, 764, 765, 772, 775, 

784, 832, 833 and 835 (altogether 18) are added while CWEIDS – 182, 257, 293, 

300, 352, 367, 413, 565, 567, and 603 (altogether 10) are eliminated from the 

Juliet testcases. The detail about these vulnerabilities can be searched by CWEIDs 

and found from the link [http://cwe.mitre.org/index.html]. We run on some added 

testcases and checks to see if Findbugs detect them. According to reference [4.2], 

CWEIDs like 257, 293, 352, 413, 567, and 603 are removed because they are 

determined to be invalid during quality control review. The two CWEIDs 300 and 

565 are moved to CWE 319 and 784 respectively. The CWE367 (TOCTOU) is 

removed because vendors claimed that this flaw does not exist in Java. Some 

changes statistics for them is demonstrated in the tables below.  

http://cwe.mitre.org/index.html
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  Version 1.0 

(2010) 

Version 1.1 

(2011) 

Percentages 

Increase 

CWE Entries 106 113 6.6% 

Total testcases 13,801 23,957 Approx. 74% 

LOC 3,3238,667 4,712,718  

Table: Comparison of Different version of Juliet testcases for Java 

 

4.4. CWEID mappings and scoring process for TP and FP   

 

In order to analyze the result reported by the Findbugs, we find two things to be done 

carefully: firstly, it was CWEIDs mapping with the Findbugs bug patterns and secondly, it 

was calculating the units like true positives, false positives etc. In true sense, these two are 

important steps for evaluation of tool. 

CWEIDs mappings  

It is very important to determine which results should be represented as real flaws in the 

testcases (true positives) and which are not (false positives). Similarly, it is also important to 

distinguish which real flaws are not reported (false negative). It becomes very dangerous if 

exploitable bugs are not reported and gets hidden. In order to know which bugs are to be 

found in the particular test cases by Findbugs needs to be known. For example, let say there 

are testcases which comprises of SQL Injection flaws. And if bug patterns are defined by 

Findbugs for finding SQL Injection then we expect these bug patterns to find those types of 

flaws from the test cases. These bug patterns are code idioms that are often an error. 

Basically the bugs which have the same way of occurrence and have similar characteristics 

are listed in same bug patterns. Here, mapping this Findbugs bug pattern with CWEIDs 

simply means that we are trying to matchup bug pattern definition with the definition 

provided by CWE. For example - as shown in the table below, if the tool had bug patterns 

that indicate the existence or occurrence of SQL injection, then it would be mapped with 

CWE-89. Using these mappings, we will be able to determine which types of flaw the 

Findbugs was able to find in testcases. So, the mapping was done between CWE-ids and the 

bug patterns defined by the Findbugs as for example,  
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CWEIDS Bug-patterns 

CWE89_SQL_Injection - SQL_PREPARED_STATEMENT_GENER

ATED_FROM_NONCONSTANT_STRING 

- SQL_NONCONSTANT_STRING_PASSED

_TO_EXECUTE 

CWE23_Relative_Path_Traversal - PT_RELATIVE_PATH_TRAVERSAL 

CWE36_Absolute_Path_Traversal - PT_ABSOLUTE_PATH_TRAVERSAL 

Table 1: Mapping between the Findbugs bug patterns and CWEIDs 

The details about this mapping can be found in the Appendix Table 1. The bug-pattern 

description in details can be found in the link 

[http://findbugs.sourceforge.net/bugDescriptions.html]. 

Scoring process for true positive and false positives 

Next important things for us was to determine which result should be scored as true positive 

(TP) or false positive (FP) from the result reported by Findbugs; so we try to filter it out with 

the help of following assumption provided in the manual of Juliet test cases –  

 The report is considered to be as True positive if method with the word "bad" (such as 

bad (), bad_source (), bad_sink) in its name is flagged as a flaw. So, we count the 

number of such methods starting from the word "bad" to be true positive which in 

fact, should be matched with the target bug-pattern. We consider it as only "one" true 

positive, if tool flags for a flaw in different place in the same method within that 

testcase. 

 

 If the tool does not report flaw of the target type in a bad method in a testcase, then 

such result are considered as False negative (FN). 

 

 If the tool reports any flaws of the target type in a method which starts with the word 

"good" in its name, then it's an incorrect report. So, such flaws are counted as a false 

positive. There are some bad-only test cases that only contained a flawed construct. 

http://findbugs.sourceforge.net/bugDescriptions.html
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So, such testcases are excluded from the analysis during the determination of False 

Positives reported by the tools. 

 

4.5. Metrics Calculation 

On the basis of these true positive, false positives, true negatives and false negatives, we can 

calculate the metrics like precision, recall, and accuracy of the tool. The trade-off between 

these false positives and false negatives defined the tools being sound or complete [28]. 

Those tools are considered to be sound if they do not produce false negatives and if the tools 

generate no false positives they are called complete tools. 

Precision metric is different than Accuracy, because it describes how well a tool does 

identify bugs. In the other hand, Accuracy describes how well a tool detects both flaws and 

non-flaws. Precision is defined as the number of real flaws reported divided by the total 

number of flaws reported. Mathematically, 

Precision = TP / (TP + FP) 

Precision is also called as true positive rate. Precision is important metrics to know the ability 

of the tool to exclude false positive. So, if the tool cannot report any flaw or non-flaw, then 

precision becomes undefined, else its value lies between 0 and 1.  The calculation of 

precision helps to determine how much trust can be given to the tool. So, higher the Precision 

value indicates that more trust can be given when the tool reports the issues. The precision of 

one suggests that the tool only report real flaws on the testcases and tool precision of zero 

signifies that tool always report the issues incorrectly. Recall is another important metrics 

which can be defined as the number of real flaws divided by the total number both real flaws 

- reported or unreported.  

Mathematically, 

  Recall = TP / (TP + FN), so, its value is 0<=Recall<=1 

Recall provides the measurement of the soundness or sensitivity of the tool. Higher recall 

value suggests that the tool correctly identify a high number of target flaws within that test 

case. So, recall of 1 suggests that tool reports every flaw in the testcases. Recall measures 
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the ability of the tool to find real flaws. The accuracy of the tool can be calculated on the 

basis of TP, TN, FP and FN. Williams and Heckman derived the formula for calculating it 

as, 

  Accuracy = (TP + TN) / (TP + TN + FP + FN) 

 

From the above mathematical expression we know that these four units i.e. TP, FP, FN and TN. 

are very essential in order to calculate precision, recall and accuracy. So, we calculate their 

values on the basis of the number of flaw and non-flawed method constructs. According to the 

description in Juliet testcase manual, each Juliet test case consists of exactly one flaw. So, it 

helps us to consider that the total number of testcases present should be equal to the total number 

of real flaws that could be found in a particular testcases. If the tool was able to flag as a flaw in 

that particular bad method which actually comprises the target flaw then it is considered as a true 

positive. Basically, the method names with the word bad in its name if it holds a flaw for that 

particular testcase. It is to be noted that, if there are more than one bug patterns that are defined 

for the detection of same CWE, then we counted only one time if these bug patterns detect flaws 

in the same testcases. In similar fashion, if the tool becomes unable to report a flaw of the target 

type in these bad methods in a testcases, then we considered the result of the tool in the test cases 

as false negatives. Likewise, we also know that the method which has “good” in its name 

comprises no faults. So, we counted all the incorrectly reported on the target flaw type in such 

good methods as a false positive. In order to calculate the number of true negatives, we counted 

all good methods in a particular testcase and since good method are non-flaw construct; we 

subtract the total good methods count with those good methods count which are flagged as a 

flawed one by the tool (i.e. false positives). 
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Chapter 5 

Results: Observed Empirical Data from Tools  

5.1. Findbugs results for Juliet testcases 

Findbugs was run on both the version of Juliet testcases. But the result obtained may differ 

because contains inside the test cases may differ. As more test cases were added in later 

versions of Juliet test cases, we were able to cover more testcases. CWEIDs - 252 

(Unchecked Return Value), 398 (Indicator of Poor Code Quality), 609 (Double-Checked 

Locking), 832 (Unlock of a Resource that is not Locked), 833 (Deadlock) and 835 (Loop 

with Unreachable Exit Condition - 'Infinite Loop') are the newly added testcases in version 

1.1 which we were able to cover up in our test.  

The summary results that we obtained when we run Findbugs in Juliet testcases is given 

hereunder. We only run on those testcases which have some bug pattern defined by Findbugs 

and are mapped with CWEIDs. Other test cases are not considered under our observation. 

Total Testcases 6330 
Total True Positives 1250 
Total False Positives 8421 
Total False Negatives 5062 
Total True Negatives 18892 
Average Precision 0.13 
Average Recall 0.2 
Average Accuracy 0.59 

Table 4a for Summary result of Findbugs verses Juliet testcase version 1.0 

Total Testcases 9731 
Total True Positives 2008 
Total False Positives 3180 
Total False Negatives 7723 
Total True Negatives 40932 
Average Precision 0.4 
Average Recall 0.2 
Average Accuracy 0.7 

Table 4b for Summary result of Findbugs verses Juliet testcase version 1.1 
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The detail data obtained per individual CWEIDs can be found in the Appendix Table 4a 

andTable4b. 

5.2. Jtest results for Juliet testcases 

Our main motive of the thesis work solely concerns about the open source tools. But we are 

taking into account for Parasoft Jtest, a commercial tool for comparative analysis purpose 

only. Jtest is a comprehensive Java testing product from the vendor Parasoft. It is automated 

error prevention commercial tool for testing Java codes. In addition to static code analysis it 

also facilities unit testing and runtime error detection. Jtest is used in the companies like 

Cisco systems, Wipro Technologies etc. Like Findbugs it also uses data flow static analysis 

method for detecting complex runtime errors related to resource leaks, exception handling as 

well as security vulnerabilities like SQL injections.  

In NIST recently publication Static Analysis Tool Exposition (SATE) IV [36], they 

mentioned that they run five tools on Juliet C/C++ testcases and one tool was run against 

Java Juliet testcases. But we cannot find the results in their report regarding to the Java tools 

when run in Juliet testcases. So, we query about the results with one of the authors named 

Vadim Okun. Taking under the instruction provided by him (Vadim Okun, one of the authors 

of SATE [36]), we were able to get the number of true positive and false positive that Jtest 

found when running it on Juliet-Java testcases for version 1.0. The details of the results 

obtained during the analysis can be found below in Table 2.  According to the result, 106 in 

total CWEIDs were tracked under Java testcases which includes 13767 testcases. The 

summary result of Jtest is shown in the table below 

Total Testcases 13767 
Total line of codes 3226448 
Total True Positives 324 
Total False Positives 319 
Total False Negatives 13443 
Total True Negatives 13448 
Average Precision 0.5 
Average Recall 0.02 
Average Accuracy 0.5 

Table Summary result of Jtest verses Juliet testcase version 1.0 
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5.3. Comparative analysis from the data obtained 

So far we select the one of the best Java based open source tool, i.e. Findbugs and run it to 

analyze the synthetic test suites called Juliet testcase. There are two different versions of 

Juliet testcases and we run on Findbugs on both of them. We consider one of the commercial 

tools named Jtest which also does the static analysis in the source code. Considering the three 

metrics - Precision, Recall and Accuracy, we try measure individual tool capabilities to 

detect the flaws which may persist in the program.  

Since we were only able to map some of the bug patterns of Findbugs with the matching 

CWEIDs; we cannot entirely compare Findbugs and Jtest results. We only run on those 

testcases that are somehow has mapping with Findbugs bug patterns. So, the results may 

incline to favor Findbugs because we are only considering the CWE that has definition 

defined by FindBugs. There are more than 400 bug patterns in the list described on the 

homepage of Findbugs [http://findbugs.sourceforge.net/bugDescriptions.html]. We were able 

find mapping around half of it with CWE. This bug pattern mapping covers more than 50 

different CWEIDs. Among these CWE, though we were able to map bug pattern with 

CWEIDs, but because of unavailability of testcases for that CWE, we were not able to 

analyze Findbugs performance on them. Those CWEIDs which we were able to find some 

mapping but have no available test suites are CWE192, CWE218, CWE227, CWE366, 

CWE374, CWE391, CWE440, CWE543, CWE595, and CWE597. Moreover for CWE253, 

testcases are only found in version 1.0. All the bug patterns and its corresponding mapped 

CWE can be found in the table 1. It’s the reason why we are only able to run on few CWEs. 

The detail about these vulnerabilities can be searched and found in the link 

[http://cwe.mitre.org/index.html]. But on the other hand, Parasoft Jtest was run on all 

available 106 CWEIDs. So, among 13,801 testcases in version 1.0 we were only able to 

cover 6330 testcases and among 23,957 testcases in version 1.1 we were able to cover around 

9731 testcases. 

The results we obtain from Jtest somehow were not as we expected. It’s because out of 106 

different CWEIDs, it was only able to detect four CWEIDs, namely CWE111 (Direct Use of 

Unsafe JNI), CWE134 (Uncontrolled Format String), CWE300 (Channel Accessible by Non-

Endpoint - 'Man-in-the-Middle'), CWE586 (Explicit Call to Finalize ()). We were only able 

http://findbugs.sourceforge.net/bugDescriptions.html
http://cwe.mitre.org/index.html
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to find mapping for the CWE134 and CWE586 for Findbugs. So, comparing only on this two 

testcases, we found that Jtest has more true positive and less false positive results for 

CWE134. On the other hand, for CWE586, Findbugs completely fails to detect defects while 

Jtest has high true positive rate. The adjoining table shown below is the result obtained when 

both these tools are run on the Juliet testcases- 

CWEIDs_Name Total number 
of testcases 

Findbugs Jest 
TP FP TP FP 

23_Relative Path Traversal 341 20 28 0 0 
36_ Absolute Path Traversal 341 11 0 0 0 
80_Basic XSS 341 20 59 0 0 
81_Improper Neutralization of Script in 
an Error Message Web Page 

341 20 59 0 0 

89_SQL Injection 1364 813 1489 0 0 
     
113_HTTP Response Splitting 1364 80 112 0 0 
134_Uncontrolled Format String 496 144 928 287 286 
190_ Integer Overflow 1170 0 0 0 0 
259_Use of Hard-coded Password 93 10 0 0 0 
     
382_J2EE Bad Practices: Use of system. 
Exit() 

18 0 14 0 0 

476_NULL Pointer Dereference 159 64 197 0 0 
481_Assigning instead of Comparing 18 18 16 0 0 
484_ Omitted Break Statement in 
Switch 

18 0 0 0 0 

486_ Comparison of Classes by Name 18 0 0 18 16 
561_ Dead Code 1 0 0 0 0 
563_Unused Variable 198 29 5510 0 0 
568_finalize () Method Without super. 
Finalize() 

1 0 0 0 0 

570_Expression is Always False 6 0 0 0 0 
572_Call to Thread run() instead of 
start() 

18 18 9 0 0 

579_J2EE Bad Practices: Non-
serializable Object Stored in Session 

1 0 0 0 0 

580_clone() Method Without 
super.clone () 

1 
1 

0 0 0 0 

581_ Object Model Violation: Just One 
of Equals and Hashcode Defined 

1 1 0 0 0 

585_Empty Synchronized Block 1 0 0 0 0 
586_Explicit Call to Finalize 18 0 0 0 0 
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674_ Uncontrolled Recursion 2 0 0 0 0 
Total 6330 1250 8421 324 319 

Table: Selected testcases that are run on the tools 

The two CWE testcases where Jtest detect some flaws but because of not having any bug 

pattern defined for FindBugs we do not run them are listed in below table 

CWEIDs_Name Total 
testcases 

Jtest 
TP FP 

111_Direct Use of Unsafe JNI 1 1 1 
300_Channel Accessible by Non-
Endpoint ('Man-in-the-Middle') 

18 18 16 

 

The testcases that are only found in version 1.1 where we also found some bug pattern 

defined for the Findbugs are listed in the table below 

CWEIDs_Name Total number 
of testcases 

Findbugs 
TP FP 

252_Unchecked Return Value 18 18 9 
398_Indicator of Poor Code Quality 55 0 0 
609_Double-checked Locking 2 0 0 
832_Unloc of a resource that is not locked 2 18 16 
833_Deadlock 6 0 4 
835_Infinite loop 6 0 0 

Total 89 36 29 
 

We follow the same categorical division of CWEIDs as done by NIST in its report on the 

Static Analysis Tool Exposition (SATE) IV [36] for the sake of ease to compare the results 

obtained by Jtest. The detail of categorical division and its explanation can be found in Table 

3. When we follow up the classified list of CWE as in Table 3, the following results was 

found –  

Categories Name Findbugs Jtest 
 
 

Testcases 
Count 

TP FP Testcases 
Count 

TP FP 

Numeric errors 1170 0 0 2802 0 0 
Race conditions - - - 18 0 0 
Information leaks - - - 431 0 0 
Improper Input validation 4588 1108 2675 7198 288 287 
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Security features 93 10 0 1331 18 16 
Improper Error handling - - - 473 0 0 
API abuse 38 1 14 129 18 16 
Code 
quality 
problems 
 

res-mgmt - - - 430 0 0 
qual-other 243 47 5526 410 0 0 

prt-ref 160 65 197 418 0 0 

Miscellaneous 38 19 9 143 0 0 
Grand Total 6330 1250 8421 13783 324 319 

Table: Categorical division of weakness and Tools Finding for Juliet testcases version 1.0 

Since, we are keeping our study on Java track, we buffer overflow problem is not under 

consideration. Code quality problems category is sub-divided into three more subcategories. 

These include resource management problems, improper pointer and reference handling 

problems are other code quality problems. The hypen under the column of Findbugs suggests 

that we were not able to have any bug pattern defined for CWE that falls in those categories. 
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Chapter 6 

Discussion 

We tried to compare our testing tool Findbugs and Jest in the section 5.3 by the empirical data 

we obtained. Now, we are going to discuss our results focusing on the research questions we had 

made before.  

Q.1. Which types of security vulnerabilities are more common in software and which ones of 

these can be found using static analysis tools? 

There are varieties of vulnerabilities that are highly common, dangerous, high prevalence, and 

exploitable. Among them mostly the security related vulnerabilities are due to the inability to 

sanitize the proper user inputs. The exploitable vulnerabilities due to improper user input 

validation can also be seen in the top dangerous list mentioned by OWASP for web based 

application and CWE/SANS list. These may include buffer overflow, format string, cross site 

scripting, path traversal, SQL injection etc. In C/C++ top frequently seen vulnerability are buffer 

overflow and format string. But in Java, different vendors claim that a buffer overflow does not 

exist because they have bounds checking, have native string type and most importantly they 

prohibit direct memory access [26]. There are also other vulnerabilities that are regarded as 

vulnerabilities beside security oriented. This can be referred from section 5.3 and table 3. 

Findbugs was able to find the vulnerabilities that fall under the categories like numeric errors, 

API abuse related, code qualitative related errors and other miscellaneous. But Findbugs was not 

able to detect the flaws that are related to error handling, information leaks and race conditions.  

OWASP also mentions that input validation errors are the number one cause of security related 

exploitable bugs. According to 2011 Top 25 list of OWASP, CWE89 (Injection) and CWE79 

(XSS) comes first and second respectively on most dangerous exploitable errors. Our data show 

that, Findbugs covers both of these top vulnerabilities that are found in web based application. In 

other hand, Jtest cannot detect both of these CWE. Similarly, with reference to the CWE/SANS 

Top 25 Most Dangerous Software Errors for 2011.Usually CWE/SANS Top list includes more 

weakness including those that rarely appear in the web based applications like buffer overflow.  
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According to NSA/CAS, the testcases of 2010 cover only twenty of top listed CWE/SANS. Of 

the five CWE entries, four of them are design issues related (i.e. it does not fit into CAS 

structure) and one is specific to PHP language (i.e. it is not in the scope of our study). Findbugs 

finds the bugs that come under the rank 1, 4, 7, 13, 23 and 24. Jtest was only able to find the 

bugs for rank 23 [Look table 5 for more information]. Since, Jtest though being the commercial 

tools, cannot find many bugs for Juliet testcases and CWE , we are bit enthusiastic to know why 

Jtest even could not find the vulnerability that its vendor claim to find them so we try to query 

with one of the representatives from Parasoft Company. When we ask why Parasoft Jtest looks 

weak to detect many CWE’s listed vulnerabilities, then they indicate that the Parasoft Jtest was 

not created to check for CWE’s but it was initially created in order to enforce coding standards 

before CWE’s existed. Therefore, the tool does not implement check for all CWE’s yet. In 

addition to it, we got the information that this year new mapping has been done so; we could 

expect to find many more issues than previously.  So, we need to wait and watch for the next 

NIST report for SATE V.  

 

Q.2.What is the important criteria to look at when selecting a tool?  

Since, we have been able to collect a large number of tools that can be used for detecting the 

flaws without executing the source code. So in order to select the tool we presume the tools 

should be open source so that it will free to public use and modify if necessary. So, our 

consideration may overshadow the potential of commercial tools like Veracode, Coverty Prevent 

etc. To minimize our list of the open source we focus only on the tools that are capable of 

detecting C/C++ and Java source codes. So, the other free tools or open source tools are not 

taken like Pixy (for PHP), FxCop (for C#). Most importantly what we suppose the tool to be a 

good one is it should be able to handle large codebases and variety of LOC (small or large sized). 

If possible these tools should consume little time in detecting the flaws and consumes little 

memory. Usually we found that tools that does model checking utilize more resources. We 

regard tool to be the best if it is complete and sound. We tried to search for such tools which 

could at least assure us about detecting certain class or categories of vulnerability with high rate 

of accuracy and precision. Tool should have capability to detect several types of vulnerabilities 

so, tools that are only made to find certain vulnerabilities like UNO, BOON, and Bandera etc. are 
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not too fruitful to use in real software. It is because the attacker can exploit taking advantage of 

any sort of program weakness. Good tool should be regularly updated so that it has capabilities 

to detect newly introduced vulnerabilities. Though the tool has detected many flaws in the past 

but tools like BOON and Splint are obsolete now. So, we would not consider these tools to be 

used now. Mostly the tool which only do syntactic analysis may not be worthy because it has 

high chances to generates numerous false positives. If it does then we require huge amount of 

reviewing the source code again which may be comes tiresome, time consuming and infeasible if 

the codebases is very large. The tool should be easy to use and understand. Some tools may 

require annotation for proper detection. So, it may create the problem for novice users. The tools 

should have properly documented manual. In order to segregates the tools from the huge list we 

also set the criteria like it should support and work in all platforms (e.g. Windows, UNIX etc.) 

and has both graphical interface and command line interface. The tool should be capable 

producing the reports which is highly readable. 

Q.3. How can we evaluate static analysis tools? How do we select a good set of testcases 

(benchmark)? 

In order to evaluate the tools we take three metrics namely Precision, Recall and Accuracy. All 

of them have their own significance in scaling the ability of tools. We try to explain what these 

metrics are and how to measure them in the section 4.5. The four important units to calculate 

them are false positive, true positive, true negative and false negative. If the tool can get all the 

real flaws that exist in program then it really becomes worthwhile to use static program analysis. 

These tools are regarded as sound tool. If it excludes the false positive then it becomes beneficial 

and effective tool because we need no any further manual inspection in the code. Too many false 

positives generation by these static analyzers would be time consuming in later phase in making 

software secure. It needs extra cost and time. But usually static tools generate false positives 

because of the approximation techniques they use. If the tools can detect all flaws in the source 

code then such tool are complete tools. It is very dangerous if the tool hides the real flaws, i.e. 

true negatives. If tools escapes true negatives then tool it may be very crucial for exploitation by 

attackers. So tool becomes the best if all the flaws that exist in the program are detect and those 

which are not actual flaws are not reported. Therefore, these four units will help to calculate our 
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taken metrics, by which we can evaluate the static analysis tool potentiality for detecting 

vulnerabilities.  

In this research work we use synthetic testcases so as to evaluate tool strength in detecting flaws. 

We try to explain the limitation on natural software in compare to synthetic testcases in section 

4.3. Foremost requirement for being good testcase is it should fulfill the seven desiderata as 

explained by Sim et. Al and Heckman et. al. (explained in section 3.5). Secondly, the testcases 

should comprise all vulnerabilities now existed in software. In our context we choose Juliet 

testcases because it undertakes both the things that we just explained. Besides these it follows 

CWE specification for vulnerability definition and classification. CWE classification is widely 

used and properly arranged and explained list of vulnerabilities considered by many organization 

and vendors. It covers numerous vulnerabilities which we are interested in. Besides security 

vulnerabilities, the testcases also includes the other vulnerabilities like API related, concurrency 

related, etc. We found these Juliet testcase more suitable in our context because it includes 

testcases for both C/C++ and Java. It can be trusted because it is the product of reputed research 

agency (NSA). In addition to it, we have not found any our testing tool (Findbugs) running on 

this testcases before. It provides more motivation and more interest for us. 

Q.4.How well do open source tools fulfill the criteria in Q.2.and how do they perform on the 

benchmark identified in Q.3.? 

Well, all the open source tools do not fulfill the criteria that we described in the answer for Q.2. 

That’s the reasons we eliminate many tools out of our evaluation purpose. But of course some of 

the tools are found to fulfill those criteria we set. Findbugs was one of them among Java based 

tools. Jlint also shows potential like Java but it was found that almost of the bugs detected by 

Jlint was also detected by Findbugs so we do not take Jlint as another testing tool. Others tools 

are eliminated because they do not cover our consideration. Even we found that some tools even 

do not have proper explanation of how to use them. Similarly, most of the C/C++ based tools are 

also eliminated because of the same reason of not fulfilling our criteria. Among C/C++ tools, 

there are some tools which fulfill the criteria and we are also interested to look on their results 

like Parfait, Clang, Frama-C and Cppcheck.  
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Among many we choose to go for testing Java based tool first. When we test Findbugs we were 

able to cover mapping of around 50 different CWE out of 106. In some of the cases, though we 

have some bug pattern defined for Findbugs but we could not find testcases. So our testing 

testcases get reduced in numbers. When tested with other rest of the CWE from our selected 

benchmark. Findbugs was able to detect many crucial security related flaws which is also 

explained under second paragraph of research question one. The comparative results of Findbugs 

with Jtest and its corresponding detected list of CWE can be seen explained in tabular form 

under section 5.3. 

Looking upon the empirical data and results we observed in above tables, Findbugs was able to 

detect many flaws within CWEIDs than Parasoft Jtest. Though, Findbugs find many bugs under 

different CWEIDs, The number of false alarm are also relatively high. When we run about 6312 

testcases in version 1.0, Findbugs detect about 1250 true positives while more than double 

(8421) are false positives On the other hand, when we look upon the detect list of CWE, Parasoft 

Jtest generates more or less equal number of false positives and true positives. So, its precision 

rate in average is higher than that of Findbugs. The higher precision rate of tool signifies us that 

it has high capabilities to detect the true flaws that exist in the source code and it produces less 

false positives. This makes the tools precision consistence. The average precision rate for Jtest is 

approximately 0.5. In the similar way, when looking at the Findbugs result it has uneven 

numbers of true positive and false positive. In many cases, false positives are found more than 

double of true positive. This significantly reduces the Findbugs precision. The average precision 

rate of Findbugs was found to be 0.1. When FindBugs was run on different version i.e. 1.1 of 

Java Juliet testcases, there is relative reduction of warnings. This might be because of the 

changes in the structure within the testcases. Less number of false positives means that now tool 

has good ability to discriminate between bad and good code.  Findbugs was run to test on 

9731testcases in version 1.1 of Juliet test suite, the detected number of true positive and false 

positives are 2008 and 3180 respectively. The results show that the precision of Findbugs is 

approximately to 0.4. 

In some of the CWEIDs, Findbugs was really good to detect the target flaws. Looking into the 

result obtained from the Findbugs in Juliet testcases version 1.1., the true positive rate is 1 for 

CWE36, CWE259, CWE568 and CWE581. It suggests that the Findbugs can be given high trust 
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on finding flaws underlying in these CWE. Similarly, recall metrics was found to be one, in the 

testcases that falls under the CWE252, CWE382, CWE481, CWE568, CWE572 and CWE581. 

So, it means that Findbugs was able to identify a high number of the target weaknesses within 

the above testcases. But, it is to be noted that testcases under the CWEIDs where Findbugs has 

high recall and precision value are very few in numbers.   
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

With the help of CWE specification we were able to know different vulnerabilities that are very 

dangerous in term of exploitability, prevalence and impact. But we found that mostly the 

occurrence of the security related vulnerabilities are through the failure in validating user input 

properly. Among them, the most common in web application are Sql injection, and cross site 

scripting. In C and C++ like programming languages buffer overflow and format strings were on 

the top list which are simple but severe type of vulnerabilities. Beside others vulnerabilities also 

exist like path traversal, command injection, infinite looping, dead code etc. 

In this thesis, we study all about the state-of-art of static analysis tools. Specifically, our study 

was focused to research on C/C++ and Java based static analyzers, which are open sourced. 

These tools come in different open source licensing like GPL (e.g. Splint, RATS, Jlint, and 

Flawfinder), LGPL (e.g. Findbugs, Hammurapi), BSD (e.g. PMD, Astree) and others. We try to 

explore some popular and widely used open source static program analysis tools. We try to 

investigate whether these static analyzers can find some of the security related bugs. We confine 

our tools studies only for C/C++ and Java based. During our study we notice that many C/C++ 

based static analysis tools are more often studied and compared with each other in compare to 

Java based tools. Different tools use different techniques for detecting flaws in the program. 

Some tools only apply simple syntactic analysis. These tools which do only simple lexical 

analysis have complained with generating high number of false positive. That is the reason why 

the tools that apply only lexical analysis are found to be less trusted. Since it may produce high 

amount of false warning, it may be cumbersome to review on the report they generate.  But these 

tools advantage is that they are really very fast in detecting possible exploitable place in the 

program. The tools that does data flow analysis are found to be more popular and widely used. 

But still they lack on precision and accuracy level. The other tools which apply formal methods 

may have high precision and accuracy rate in the cost of resource consumption (memory and 

time). But still none of the tools were found to be sound and complete. Our research shows that 

there are only few number of Java based tools in compare to C/C++ based tools in the market. In 

our study, we found more than double of the tools that relates to C/C++ than Java.   
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In particular, we study Findbugs by practical implementation and we analysis the results and 

compare it with one of the commercial tool. We evaluate the Findbugs with the help of different 

metrics, like how many flaws it was capable of detecting, what and how many of them remain 

undetected and so forth. These warnings (false positive, true positives etc.) were very helpful to 

get to know about the tool precision, recall and accuracy.  We try to evaluate the tool on the basis 

of synthetic test suites created by NSA. The overall performance of Findbugs found to be relative 

good enough in comparison to the result obtained from Jtest. But, since it generates high number 

of false positives its performance can be questionable. Most often Findbugs was not able to 

distinguish the sanitized lines of code in the good methods and point to the same location where 

there is flaw in the bad method. It becomes crucial when true bugs get lost in the false positive. 

So, there seems to be still a room for improvement with Findbugs. In fact, Findbugs was not 

found to be complete and sound tool.  

 

7.1. Future Works 

As we know this dissertation is specifically concerned about open source based analyzers 

that have potential to analyze the code statically. So, huge list of tools that are in commercial 

space are yet left behind to be discovered and analyzed properly.  During the study, we only 

try to pick the best tool among our selected list and we try to segregate them according to our 

own assumptions and criteria. So for comparative study, the list of testing tools could be 

added more in the future study.  Our study was heavy relying on synthetic codes, namely 

Juliet test cases. So, in order to look upon the more reliable results and majoring the 

performance and accuracy, the tested tools (Findbugs or Jtest) can also be tested further with 

natural test suites or seeded testcases. Usually in seeded testcases, intentional flaws are 

embedded in the good code or real applications and tool’s ability is tested if it can detect 

these known (seeded) flaws. We only look upon and tested Java related tested cases because 

of time limitation, but there are also C/C++ related testcases made available by NSA so C 

and C++ based static analyzers can also be evaluated in the future.  
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Terminologies (in alphabetic order) 

Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE): It is a database of publicly reported security 

vulnerabilities. 

Complete – Tools are said to be complete if they find all flaws in the source code. 

Conservative approximation – The approximation which can never lead to an erroneous 

conclusion is called conservative approximation.  

False negative – the bugs that are present in the program but are not reported by the tools. 

(Incorrectly detected absence of bugs) 

False positive – the bugs that are not present in the program but are reported by the tools. 

(Incorrectly detected bugs) 

Sound – Tools are said to be sound if they can report only real errors and no false positives. 

True negative – the bugs that are not present in the program are not reported by the tools.                                         

(Correctly detected absence of bugs) 

True positive – the bugs that are present in the program are reported by the tools.                                             

(Correctly detected bugs) 

Warning/Flaw/Bugs: It is an issue identified by a tool. 
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Abbreviation and acronyms 

ABM = Analyzer Benchmarks 
 
ACSL = ANSI/ISO C Specification Language 

API = Application Programming Interface 

ARCHER = Array CHeckER 

BLAST = Berkeley Lazy Abstraction Software verification Tool, 

BOON = Buffer Overrun detectiON 

BSD = Berkeley Software Distribution 

CBMC = Bounded Model Checking for ANSI-C 

CERT/CC = Computer Emergency Response Team Coordination Center 

CGS = C-Global Surveyor 

CVE = Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures 

CWE = Common Weakness Enumeration 

DFA = Data Flow Analysis 

DoD = Department of Defense  

ESC = Extended Static Checker, 

ITS4 = It’s The Software Stupid Security Scanner      

JPF = Java Path Finder 

LOC = Lines of Code 

NCSD = National Cyber Security Division  

NIST = National Institute of Science and Technology 
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NVD = National Vulnerability Databases 

OWASP = Open Web Application Security Project 

PLOVER = Preliminary List of Vulnerability Examples for Researchers  

PMD = Programming Mistake Detector 

RATS = Rough Auditing Tool for Security 

SAMATE = Software Assurance Metrics and Tool Evaluation  

SANS = SysAdmin, Audit, Networking, and Security 

SATE = Static Analysis Tool Exposition 

SPLint = Secure Programming Lint. 

Squale = Software QUALity Enhancement 

UNO = Use of uninitialized variable, Nil-pointer reference, and Out of bounds array indexing  

USD = United States Dollar 
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Appendix [Tables and Figures] 

 

CWEIDS 

  

LIST OF BUG PATTERNS 

 

CWE23 PT_RELATIVE_PATH_TRAVERSAL 

CWE36 PT_ABSOLUTE_PATH_TRAVERSAL 

CWE 79/80 XSS_REQUEST_PARAMETER_TO_JSP_WRITER 

XSS_REQUEST_PARAMETER_TO_SERVLET_WRITER 

CWE81 XSS_REQUEST_PARAMETER_TO_SEND_ERROR 

CWE89 SQL_NONCONSTANT_STRING_PASSED_TO_EXECUTE 

SQL_PREPARED_STATEMENT_GENERATED_FROM_NONCONSTANT_STRING 

SQL_BAD_PREPARED_STATEMENT_ACCESS 

SQL_BAD_RESULTSET_ACCESS 

CWE113 HRS_REQUEST_PARAMETER_TO_COOKIE 

HRS_REQUEST_PARAMETER_TO_HTTP_HEADER 

CWE134 VA_FORMAT_STRING_USES_NEWLINE 

VA_FORMAT_STRING_BAD_CONVERSION_FROM_ARRAY 

VA_FORMAT_STRING_BAD_CONVERSION_TO_BOOLEAN 

VA_FORMAT_STRING_BAD_ARGUMENT 

VA_FORMAT_STRING_BAD_CONVERSION 

VA_FORMAT_STRING_EXPECTED_MESSAGE_FORMAT_SUPPLIED 

VA_FORMAT_STRING_EXTRA_ARGUMENTS_PASSED 

VA_FORMAT_STRING_ILLEGAL VA_FORMAT_STRING_MISSING_ARGUMENT 

VA_FORMAT_STRING_NO_PREVIOUS_ARGUMENT 

CWE185 RE_BAD_SYNTAX_FOR_REGULAR_EXPRESSION 

RE_CANT_USE_FILE_SEPARATOR_AS_REGULAR_EXPRESSION 

RE_POSSIBLE_UNINTENDED_PATTERN 

CWE190 IM_AVERAGE_COMPUTATION_CLOULD_OVERFLOW 

ICAST_INTERGER_MULTIPLY_CAST_TO_LONG 

CWE192 ICAST_BAD_SHIFT_AMOUNT 

ICAST_INT_2_LONG_AS_INSTANT 

ICAST_INT_CAST_TO_DOUBLE_PASSED_TO_CELL 

ICAST_INT_CAST_TO_FLOAT_PASSED_TO_ROUND 

BX_BOXING_IMMEDIATELY_UNBOXED_TO_PERFORM_COERCION 

ICAST_IDIV_CAST_TO_DOUBLE 

ICAST_INTEGER_MULTIPLY_CAST_TO_LONG 
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ICAST_INT_CAST_TO_FLOAT_PASSED_TO_ROUND 

ICAST_QUESTIONABLE_UNSIGNED_RIGHT_SHIFT 

CWE218 

 

EI_EXPOSE_STATIC_REP2 

MS_CANNOT_BE_FINAL 

MS_EXPOSE_REP 

MS_FINAL_PKGPROTECT 

MS_MUTABLE_ARRAY 

MS_MUTABLE_HASHTABLE 

MS_OOI_PKGPROTECT 

MS_PKGPROTECT 

MS_SHOULD_BE_FINAL 

MS_SHOULD_BE_ 

REFACTORED_TO_BE_FINAL 

CWE227 

 

AM_CREATES_EMPTY_JAR_FILE_ENTRY 

AM_CREATES_EMPTY_ZIP_FILE_ENTRY 

CWE252 RR_NOT_CHECKED 

SR_NOT_CHECKED 

RV_RETURN_VALUE_IGNORED_BAD_PRACTICE 

RV_RETURN_VALUE_IGNORED  

RV_RETURN_VALUE_IGNORED_INFERRED 

BC_UNCOFIRMED_CAST_OF_RETURN_VALUE 

CWE253 RV_RETURN_VALUE_IGNORED_BAD_PRACTICE 

CWE258/259 DMI_EMPTY_DB_PASSWORD 

CWE259 DMI_CONSTANT_DB_PASSWORD 

CWE366 MSF_MUTABLE_SERVLET_FIELD 

IS2_INCONSISTENT_SYNC 

IS_INCONSISTENT_SYNC 

STCAL_INVOKE_ON_STATIC_CALENDAR_INSTANCE 

STCAL_INVOKE_ON_STATIC_DATE_FORMAT_INSTANCE 

STCAL_STATIC_CALENDAR_INSTANCE 

STCAL_STATIC_SIMPLE_DATE_FORMAT_INSTANCE 

IS_FIELD_NOT_GUARDED 

CWE374             EI_EXPOSE_REP 

EI_EXPOSE_REP2 

CWE382 DM_EXIT 

CWE391  

 

DE_MIGHT_DROP 

DE_MIGHT_IGNORE 
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CWE396 

 

REC_CATCH_EXCEPTION 

CWE398 NM_CLASS_NAMING_CONVENTION 

NM_CLASS_NOT_EXCEPTION 

NM_CONFUSING 

NM_FIELD_NAMING_CONVENTION 

NM_FUTURE_KEYWORD_USED_AS_IDENTIFIER 

NM_FUTURE_KEYWORD_USED_AS_MEMBER_IDENTIFIER 

NM_METHOD_NAMING_CONVENTION 

NM_SAME_SIMPLE_NAME_AS_INTERFACE 

NM_SAME_SIMPLE_NAME_AS_SUPERCLASS 

NM_VERY_CONFUSING_INTENTIONAL 

NM_WRONG_PACKAGE_INTENTIONAL 

NM_BAD_EQUAL 

NM_LCASE_HASHCODE 

NM_LCASE_TOSTRING 

NM_METHOD_CONSTRUCTOR_CONFUSION 

NM_VERY_CONFUSING 

NM_WRONG_PACKAGE 

DM_GC 

CWE440 DMI_ARGUMENTS_WRONG_ORDER 

DMI_BIGDECIMAL_CONSTRUCTED_FROM_DOUBLE 

DMI_DOH 

RV_CHECK_COMPARETO_FOR_SPECIFIC_RETURN_VALUE 

DMI_INVOKING_TOSTRING_ON_ANONYMOUS_ARRAY 

DMI_ANNOTATION_IS_NOT_VISIBLE_TO_REFLECTION 

DMI_BAD_MONTH 

DMI_BLOCKING_METHODS_ON_URL 

DMI_CALLING_NEXT_FROM_HASNEXT 

DMI_COLLECTIONS_SHOULD_NOT_CONTAIN_THEMSELVES 

DMI_COLLECTION_OF_URLS 

DMI_ENTRY_SETS_MAY_REUSE_ENTRY_OBJECTS 

DMI_FUTILE_ATTEMPT_TO_CHANGE_MAXPOOL_SIZE_OF_SCHEDULED_THREA

D_POOL_EXECUTOR 

DMI_HARDCODED_ABSOLUTE_FILENAME 

DMI_INVOKING_HASHCODE_ON_ARRAY 

DMI_INVOKING_TOSTRING_ON_ARRAY 
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DMI_LONG_BITS_TO_DOUBLE_INVOKED_ON_INT 

DMI_NONSERIALIZABLE_OBJECT_WRITTEN 

DMI_RANDOM_USED_ONLY_ONCE 

DMI_SCHEDULED_THREAD_POOL_EXECUTOR_WITH_ZERO_CORE_THREADS 

DMI_THREAD_PASSED_WHERE_RUNNABLE_EXPECTED 

DMI_UNSUPPORTED_METHOD 

DMI_USELESS_SUBSTRING 

DMI_USING_REMOVEALL_TO_CLEAR_COLLECTION 

DMI_VACUOUS_CALL_TO_EASYMOCK_METHOD 

DMI_VACUOUS_SELF_COLLECTION_CALL 

RV_01_TO_INT 

RV_ABSOLUTE_VALUE_OF_HASHCODE 

RV_ABSOLUTE_VALUE_OF_RANDOM_INT 

RV_CHECK_FOR_POSITIVE_INDEXOF 

RV_DONT_JUST_NULL_CHECK_READLINE 

RV_EXCEPTION_NOT_THROWN 

RV_NEGATING_RESULT_OF_COMPARETO RV_REM_OF_HASHCODE 

RV_REM_OF_RANDOM_INT 

RV_RETURN_VALUE_IGNORED 

RV_RETURN_VALUE_IGNORED2 

RV_RETURN_VALUE_IGNORED_INFERRED 

RV_RETURN_VALUE_OF_PUTIFABSENT_IGNORED 

CWE476 NP_ALWAYS_NULL 

NP_ALWAYS_NULL_EXCEPTION NP_ARGUMENT_MIGHT_BE_NULL 

NP_CLOSING_NULL 

NP_GUARANTEED_DEREF 

NP_GUARANTEED_DEREF_ON_EXCEPTION_PATH 

NP_NONNULL_FIELD_NOT_INITIALIZED_IN_CONSTRUCTOR 

NP_NONNULL_PARAM_VIOLATION 

NP_NONNULL_RETURN_VIOLATION 

NP_NULL_INSTANCEOF 

NP_NULL_ON_SOME_PATH 

NP_NULL_ON_SOME_PATH_EXCEPTION 

NP_NULL_PARAM_DEREF 

NP_NULL_PARAM_DEREF_ALL_TARGETS_DANGEROUS 

NP_NULL_PARAM_DEREF_NONVIRTUAL 

NP_STORE_INTO_NONNULL_FIELD 
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NP_UNWRITTEN_FIELD 

NP_BOOLEAN_RETURN_NULL 

NP_CLONE_COULD_RETURN_NULL 

NP_EQUALS_SHOULD_HANDLE_NULL_ARGUMENT 

NP_TOSTRING_COULD_RETURN_NULL 

BC_NULL_INSTANCEOF 

NP_DEREFERENCE_OF_READLINE_VLAUE 

NP_DOES_NOT_HANDLE_NULL 

NP_FIELD_NOT_INITIALIZED_IN_CONSTRUCTOR 

NP_IMMEDIATE_DEREFERENCE_OF_READLINE 

NP_LOAD_OF_KNOWN_NULL_VALUE 

NP_NULL_ON_SOME_PATH_FROM_RETURN_VALUE 

NP_NULL_ON_SOME_PATH_MIGHT_BE_INFEASIBLE 

NP_PARAMETER_MUST_BE_NON_NULL_BUT_MARKED_AS_NULLABLE 

NP_UNWRITTEN_PUBLIC_OR_PROTECTED_FIELD 

RCN_REDUNDANT_COMPARISON_OF_NULL_AND_NONNULL_VALUE 

RCN_REDUNDANT_COMPARISON_TWO_NULL_VALUES 

RCN_REDUNDANT_NULLCHECK_OF_NONNULL_VALUE 

RCN_REDUNDANT_NULLCHECK_OF_NULL_VALUE 

RCN_REDUNDANT_NULLCHECK_WOULD_HAVE_BEEN_A_NPE 

CWE481 QBA_QUESTIONABLE_BOOLEAN_ASSIGNMENT 

CWE484 SF_SWITCH_FALLTHROUGH 

SF_SWITCH_NO_DEFAULT 

SF_DEAD_STORE_DUE_TO_SWITCH_FALLTHROUGH 

SF_DEAD_STORE_DUE_TO_SWITCH_FALLTHROUGH_TO_THROW 

 CWE486 DM_RUN_FINALIZERS_ON_EXIT 

CWE543 LI_LAZY_INIT_STATIC 

LI_LAZY_INIT_UPDATE_STATIC 

CWE561 UMAC_UNCALLABLE_METHOD_OF_ANONYMOUS_CLASS 

CWE563 DLS_DEAD_LOCAL_STORE 
DLS_DEAD_STORE_OF_CLASS_LITERAL 
DLS_OVERWRITTEN_INCREMENT 
DLS_DEAD_LOCAL_STORE_IN_RETURN 

DLS_DEAD_LOCAL_STORE_OF_NULL 

DLS_DEAD_LOCAL_STORE_SHADOWS_FIELD 
 
IP_PARAMETER_IS_DEAD_BUT_OVERWRITTEN 

CWE568 FI_MISSING_SUPER_CALL 

CWE570 BC_IMPOSSIBLE_CAST 
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BC_IMPOSSIBLE_DOWNCAST 

BC_IMPOSSIBLE_DOWNCAST_OF_TOARRAY 

BC_IMPOSSIBLE_INSTANCEOF 

CWE571 BC_VACUOUS_INSTANCEOF 

CWE572 RU_INVOKE_RUN 

CWE579 J2EE_STORE_OF_NON_SERALIZABLE_OBJECT_INTO_SESSION 

CWE580 CN_IDIOM_NO_SUPER_CALL 

CN_IDIOM 

CN_IMPLEMENTS_CLONE_BUT_NOT_CLONEABLE 

CWE581 HE_HASHCODE_NO_EQUALS 

HE_EQUALS_USE_HASHCODE 

HE_EQUALS_NO_HASHCODE 

HE_HASHCODE_USE_OBJECT_EQUALS 

HE_INHERITS_EQUALS_USE_HASHCODE 

CWE583 

 

FI_PUBLIC_SHOULD_BE_PROTECTED 

CWE585 ESync_EMPTY_SYNC 

NP_SYNC_AND_NULL_CHECK_FIELD 

CWE586 DM_RUN_FINALIZERS_ON_EXIT  

FI_EXPLICIT_INVOCATION 

FI_EMPTY 

FI_FINALIZER_NULLS_FIELDS 

FI_FINALIZER_ONLY_NULSS_FIELDS 

FI_MISSING_SUPER_CALL 

FI_NULLIFY_SUPER 

FI_USELESS 

CWE595 EQ_ABSTRACT_SELF 

EQ_CHECK_FOR_OPERAND_NOT_COMPATIBLE_WITH_THIS 

EQ_COMPARETO_USE_OBJECT_EQUALS 

EQ_GETCLASS_AND_CLASS_CONSTANT  

EQ_SELF_NO_OBJECT 

EQ_ALWAYS_FALSE 

EQ_ALWAYS_TRUE 

EQ_COMPARING_CLASS_NAMES 

EQ_DONT_DEFINE_EQUALS_FOR_ENUM 

EQ_OTHER_NO_OBJECT 

EQ_OTHER_USE_OBJECT 
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EQ_SELF_USE_OBJECT 

EQ_DOESNT_OVERRIDE_EQUALS 

EQ_UNUSUAL 

EQ_OVERRIDING_EQUALS_NOT_SYMMETRIC 

CWE597 ES_COMPARING_PARAMETER_STRING_WITH_EQ 

ES_COMPARING_STRINGS_WITH_EQ 

CWE609 DC_DOUBLECHECK 

CWE674 IL_INFINITE_RECURSIVE_LOOP 

IL_INFINITE_LOOP 

IL_CONTAINER_ADDED_TO_ITSELF 

CWE832 UL_UNRELEASED_LOCK UL_UNRELEASED_LOCK_EXCEPTION_PATH 

CWE833 DL_SYNCHRONIZATION_ON_BOOLEAN 

DL_SYNCHRONIZATION_ON_BOXED_PRIMITIVE 

DL_SYNCHRONIZATION_ON_SHARED_CONSTANT 

DL_SYNCHRONIZATION_ON_UNSHARED_BOXED_PRIMITIVE 

SW_SWING_METHODS_INVOKED_IN_SWING_THREAD 

SWL_SLEEP_WITH_LOCK_HELD 

TLW_TWO_LOCK_WAIT 

CWE835 

 

IL_CONTAINER_ADDED_TO_ITSELF IL_INFINITE_LOOP 

IL_INFINITE_RECURSIVE_LOOP 

Table 1: Mapping between the Findbugs bug patterns and CWEIDs 
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CWEIds Testcase Count True Positive False Positive 
23 341 0 0 
36 341 0 0 
78 341 0 0 
80 341 0 0 
81 341 0 0 
83 341 0 0 
89 1364 0 0 
90 341 0 0 
111 1 1 1 
113 1364 0 0 
114 18 0 0 
134 496 287 286 
180 18 0 0 
182 93 0 0 
190 1170 0 0 
191 780 0 0 
193 18 0 0 
209 341 0 0 
248 1 0 0 
256 62 0 0 
257 341 0 0 
259 93 0 0 
293 31 0 0 
300 18 18 16 
315 31 0 0 
319 31 0 0 
321 31 0 0 
327 18 0 0 
328 18 0 0 
329 18 0 0 
330 18 0 0 
336 18 0 0 
338 36 0 0 
352 93 0 0 
367 18 0 0 
369 780 0 0 
378 18 0 0 
379 18 0 0 
382 18 0 0 
383 18 0 0 
390 54 0 0 
395 18 0 0 
396 36 0 0 
397 4 0 0 
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400 36 0 0 
404 3 0 0 
413 1 0 0 
470 341 0 0 
476 159 0 0 
477 72 0 0 
481 18 0 0 
482 18 0 0 
483 20 0 0 
484 18 0 0 
486 18 0 0 
489 18 0 0 
491 1 0 0 
497 36 0 0 
499 1 0 0 
500 1 0 0 
511 18 0 0 
523 31 0 0 
533 18 0 0 
534 18 0 0 
535 18 0 0 
546 90 0 0 
547 18 0 0 
549 18 0 0 
561 1 0 0 
563 198 0 0 
565 18 0 0 
566 31 0 0 
567 1 0 0 
568 1 0 0 
570 6 0 0 
571 6 0 0 
572 18 0 0 
579 1 0 0 
580 1 0 0 
581 1 0 0 
582 1 0 0 
584 18 0 0 
585 1 0 0 
586 18 18 16 
597 18 0 0 
598 18 0 0 
600 1 0 0 
601 341 0 0 
603 18 0 0 
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605 18 0 0 
606 341 0 0 
607 1 0 0 
613 18 0 0 
614 18 0 0 
615 18 0 0 
617 341 0 0 
643 341 0 0 
663 2 0 0 
665 1 0 0 
674 2 0 0 
681 54 0 0 
690 248 0 0 
698 18 0 0 
759 18 0 0 
760 341 0 0 
789 390 0 0 

Table 2: Parasoft Jtest Verses Juliet testcase Version 1.0 
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Categories 
Name 

Description  
 
 

Examples of CWE 

Buffer errors Includes weakness that lead to buffer overflow CWE121-CWE127, 
CWE170 

Numeric errors Improper calculation and conversion of 
numbers 

CWE190, CWE191, 
CWE369, 

Race conditions The code requires that certain state not be 
modified between two operations, but a timing 
window exists in which the state can be 
modified by an unexpected actor or process  
 

CWE364-367, CWE479 

Information leaks The disclosure of information to an actor that is 
not explicitly authorized to have access to that 
information  
 

CWE200, CWE209, 

Improper Input 
validation 

Absent or incorrect protection mechanism that 
fails to properly validate input  
 

CWE23, CWE36, CWE80, 
CWE81, CWE113, 
CWE134 

Security features Security features, such as authentication, 
access control, confidentiality, cryptography, 
and privilege management  
 

CWE255-257, CWE259, 
CWE549 

Improper Error 
handling 

An application does not properly handle errors 
that may occur during processing  
 

CWE248, CWE252, 
CWE395 

API abuse The software uses an API in a manner 
inconsistent with its intended use  
 

CWE382, CWE579, 
CWE581, CWE586 

Code quality 
problems 

Features that indicate that the software has not 
been carefully developed or maintained  
 

CWE476, CWE398, 
CWE481-484, CWE484, 
CWE561, CWE563, 
CWE570, CWE674, 
CWE835 

Miscellaneous Other issues that we could not easily assign to 
any category  
 

CWE486, CWE572, 
CWE580, CWE585 

Table 3.Categorical division of CWE 
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CWEIDS 

 
Total 
Flaws 

 
TP 

 
FP 

 
FN 

 
TN 

 
Precision 

 
Recall 

 
Accuracy 

 
 

CWE23_Relative_Path_Traversal 341 20 28 321 973 0.41 0.05 0.73 
 

CWE36_Absolute_Path_Traversa
l 

341 
 

11 0 330 100
1 

1 0.03 0.75 

CWE80_XSS 341 20 59 321 942 0.25 0.05 0.71 
CWE81_XSS_Error_Message 341 20 59 321 942 0.25 0.05 0.71 
CWE89_SQL_Injection 1364 81

3 
148
9 

551 515
5 

0.35 0.59 0.74 

CWE113_HTTP_Response_Splitt
ing 

1394 80 112 128
4 

653
2 

0.41 0.52 0.82 

CWE134_Uncontrolled_Format_
String 

496 14
4 

928 352 148
8 

0.13 0.29 0.56 

CWE190_Integer_Overflow 1170 0 0 117
0 

569
4 

0 0 0.82 

CWE259_Hard_Coded_Password 93 10 0 83 273 1 0.10 0.77 
CWE382_J2EE_Bad_Practices_U
se_of_System_Exit 

18 0 14 18 35 0 0 0.52 

CWE476_NULL_Pointer_Derefe
rence 

159 64 197 95 500 0.24 0.40 0.66 

CWE481_Assigning_instead_of_
Comparing 

18 18 16 0 33 0.53 1 0.76 

CWE484_Omitted_Break_Statem
ent 

18 0 0 18 49 0 0 0.73 

CWE561_Dead_Code 
 

1 0 0 1 2 0 0 0.66 

CWE563_Unused_Variable 
 

198 29 551
0 

169 484
2 

0.01 0.14 0.55 

CWE568_finalize_Method_With
out_superfinalize 
 

1 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 

CWE570_Expression_Always_Fa
lse 
 

6 0 0 6 12 0 0 0.66 

CWE572_Call_to_Thread_run_In
stead_of_start 

18 18 9 0 40 0.66 1 0.86 

CWE579_J2EE_Non_Serializable
_in_Session 

1 0 0 1 2 0 0 0.66 

CWE580_Clone_Without_Super 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 0.66 
CWE581_Object_Model_Violatio
n 

1 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 

CWE585_Empty_Sync_Block 
 

1 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 
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CWE586_Explicit_Call_to_Finali
ze 

18 0 0 18 49 0 0 0.73 

CWE674_Uncontrolled_Recursio
n 

2 0 0 2 4 0 0 0.66 

 
Table4a. Results obtained from Findbugs running on CWEIDs version 1.0 

 
 
 
 

 
CWEIDS 

 
Total 
Flaws 

 
TP 

 
FP 

 
FN 

 
TN 

 
Precision 

 
Recall 

 
Accuracy 

 
 

CWE23_Relative_Path_Traversal 456 20 28 436 1304 0.41 0.04 0.74 
CWE36_Absolute_Path_Traversa
l 

456 11 0 133
2 

1332 1 0.02 0.75 

CWE80_XSS 342 20 14 322 1318 0.58 0.06 0.79 
CWE81_XSS_Error_Message 342 20 14 322 985 0.58 0.05 0.75 
CWE89_SQL_Injection 2280 168

0 
294
0 

600 8340 0.36 0.73 0.73 

CWE113_HTTP_Response_Splitt
ing 

1824 80 112 174
4 

8912 0.41 0.04 0.82 

CWE134_Uncontrolled_Format_
String 

684 0 0 684 3384 0 0 0.83 

CWE190_Integer_Overflow 2622 0 0 262
2 

1297
2 

0 0 0.83 

CWE252_Unchecked_Return_Va
lue 

18 18 16 0 33 0.52 1 0.76 

CWE259_Hard_Coded_Password 114 10 0 104 333 1 0.08 0.76 
CWE382_Use_of_System_Exit 
 

18 18 14 0 35 0.56 1 0.79 

CWE396_Catch_Generic_Excepti
on 

36 0 0 36 98 0 0 0.73 

CWE398_Poor_Code_Quality 55 0 0 55 149 0 0 0.73 
CWE476_NULL_Pointer_Derefe
rence 

151 64 8 87 739 0.89 0.42 0.89 

CWE481_Assigning_instead_of_
Comparing 

18 18 16 0 33 0.53 1 0.76 

CWE484_Omitted_Break_Statem
ent_in_Switch 

18 
 
 

0 0 18 49 0 0 0.73 

CWE486_Compare_Classes_by_
Name 

18 0 0 18 49 0 0 0.73 

CWE561_Dead_Code 
 

1 0 0 1 2 0 0 0.66 
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CWE563_Unused_Variable 
 

206 29 3 177 685 0.9 0.14 0.79 

CWE568_Finalize_Without_Supe
r 
 

1 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 

CWE570_Expression_Always_Fa
lse 
 

6 0 0 6 12 0 0 0.66 

CWE571_Expression_Always_Tr
ue 
 

6 0 0 6 12 0 0 0.66 

CWE572_Call_to_Thread_run_In
stead_of_start 

18 18 9 0 40 0.66 1 0.86 

CWE579_Non_Serializable_in_S
ession 

1 0 0 1 2 0 0 0.66 

CWE580_Clone_Without_Super 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 0.66 
CWE581_Object_Model_Violatio
n 

1 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 

CWE585_Empty_Sync_Block 
 

2 0 0 2 6 0 0 0.75 

CWE586_Explicit_Call_to_Finali
ze 
 

18 0 0 18 49 0 0 0.73 

CWE609_Double_Checked_Lock
ing 

2 0 0 2 12 0 0 0.85 

CWE674_Uncontrolled_Recursio
n 

2 0 0 2 4 0 0 0.66 

CWE832_Unlock_Not_Locked 2 0 2 2 4 0 0 0.5 
CWE833_Deadlock 
 

6 0 4 6 20 0 0 0.66 

CWE835_Infinite_Loop 
 

6 0 0 6 13 0 0 0.68 

 
 

Table4b. Results obtained from Findbugs running on CWEIDs version 1.1 
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TOP 
RANKED 
NUMBER 

CWEIDs DESCRIPTION 
 

1 CWE-89 Improper Neutralization of Special Elements used in an SQL 
Command ('SQL Injection') 

2 CWE-78 Improper Neutralization of Special Elements used in an OS 
Command ('OS Command Injection') 

3 CWE-120 Buffer Copy without Checking Size of Input ('Classic Buffer 
Overflow') 

4 CWE-79 Improper Neutralization of Input During Web Page Generation 
('Cross-site Scripting') 

5 CWE-306 Missing Authentication for Critical Function 
6 CWE-862 Missing Authorization 
7 CWE-798 Use of Hard-coded Credentials 
8 CWE-311 Missing Encryption of Sensitive Data 
9 CWE-434 Unrestricted Upload of File with Dangerous Type 
10 CWE-807 Reliance on Untrusted Inputs in a Security Decision 
11 CWE-250 Execution with Unnecessary Privileges 
12 CWE-352 Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) 
13 CWE-22 Improper Limitation of a Pathname to a Restricted Directory ('Path 

Traversal') 
14 CWE-494 Download of Code Without Integrity Check 
15 CWE-863 Incorrect Authorization 
16 CWE-829 Inclusion of Functionality from Untrusted Control Sphere 
17 CWE-732 Incorrect Permission Assignment for Critical Resource 
18 CWE-676 Use of Potentially Dangerous Function 
19 CWE-327 Use of a Broken or Risky Cryptographic Algorithm 
20 CWE-131 Incorrect Calculation of Buffer Size 
21 CWE-307 Improper Restriction of Excessive Authentication Attempts 
22 CWE-601 URL Redirection to Untrusted Site ('Open Redirect') 
23 CWE-134 Uncontrolled Format String 
24 CWE-190 Integer Overflow or Wraparound 
25 CWE-759 Use of a One-Way Hash without a Salt 

Table.5. CWE/SANS Top 25 Dangerous List of Software Errors (2011) 
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